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GALLUP, NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY, DECEMBER 301922.
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4he New Year 1923 is due to bring; many changes,, and all look for thcf
fetter. Political, commercial and industrial conditions are due for a setf
.

or as near pre-wa- r,
tfjng down to normalcy, having returned to pre-wconditions as wHl be in the riext generation.
.....
,
For this immediate territory Dig inmgs are.iuumuis
of snow for moisture, and
Indian highway, oil discovery in the Farmington neighborhood, plenty
'
.
f
;
all things look better, and w;ll be better.
morekvorably than thousands of other
Gallup being situated
Reservation and other near-b- y Reservations, make
now being developed, and the Navajo Indian
.
nf this Tlace one of exception in commercial importance.
'
wiihin
future.
near
the
very
many thousand
Gallun k destined to becoml a city
ar

"r

.
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Greater Gallup, '.And the opportunity,, is knocking

fir the making of a

Gallup has the citizenship
for our reception.
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RESOLUTION

you. You could run this ouwrc ju
uo
Some ha f dozen or more peopie ui uiu.
The
resolution
condemning
a
to
1922)
were
pass
16,
or
.
.
December
going
had passea,
.
'(Date Drafted, Saturday,
one of your
ft
uaiiup neraiu. iu "
,nitPH nat.- SCLStBVYCTHAMBER OF, COMMERCE:
.agot
.
banquet, .some, .weeks
J. mo
ULJUU.
.
,
iehtly for a copy of Hie resol
Lou Meyers had been nommaiea
mu: vvfj, ' .liioa all the
to
be
by th influence
fte.
request
was
it
community
going
what we heard
and Tom Leaden had been nominated
Leaden,
.THAT all of the newspapers of this
The
for
Kiwanw Club
Uaiiup
to
the
.ohciea
only
are
thow
i
speaking
Leaden's reference
Poiinn
etto change their editorial pohcies m so far as
and the
of
the
IdCpendent
PubSher,
hfs
Lou
of
Oallup
of
policies
"nomSing
and
present
Heral- dspeech
affect'community welfare. The past
st"f e nd en
making the remark to us
Democrat
these newspapers have been such as to stir up
didn t yota ' oj h'm. yjj
community unlav c,rbrbouiyemT
Lou Meyers shows that quite a number
mity in the community and advertise this
7V.ran't sav who did, nor wno aid not, vine
. The activity of this Chamber ot commerce
ham- ind promoting the welfare of the community is seriously
-,.
...
,.-r
might be .mere u
"
pereo Dy tne present ponuiea
wa3 interj,
future
in the
"
.This Chamber of Commerce suggests
resolution
to
that
name
a the
news ot a wf
about that given Lou Meyers. j.
'nUHiV-- ' un.'
told Sft
these newspapers devote more space to reporting
news
to
were
101a
oy
we
less
aeo
time
"uo"'
space
cnmp
and
favorable character to the community,
-id
der
which reflects unfavorably.
.. .
t
wiwi iiwuuw.
' This Resolution is not offered m a
connection
in
W-Jjyurd
wa
co op
who
Moses
will
Horace
same
people
that
these
wg find found that
eriticism, but only in the hope that the newspapers interests ot or more times
of the
ente in the advancement and
the name o, Mr.
5
.
ApprovSby Board of Directors: Friday, Dec. 22, 1922. Moses. Why was m
having been elected
o
thp members of the of them
wV
A civic body that can enrou memueiB
Horace Moses
W. Curtiss, Pres.
Rolhe
D.
C. R. Bellmaine
T. H. Seymour
J. W, Chapman
T. F Smalhng
J. J. Emmons
w;n cover al the points
Stacher
S. F.
Dr. J. W. Hannett
h yo, hve so
"
B. I. Staples.
.
J. J. Kirk
;o
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WF! TTTANK

YOU

e vvspapers
We can answer you in a very few words : The
no more,
them
of
of Gallup are
one icmv..
just exactly what you demand
in the matter.
ui, aiw
uur no less.
,
Ko many times as being .interestea
state
mere
camp
a
The
ease
us
than
if
you pi
whe'theBut, no doubt you want more from
us a bit of our opinion,
a
.
the
owy
answer
JB.n rUIV......V
iu.-v-0
ment of that kind, because you knew the
:s ac-i- n
Anv nerson can get mto
tics jusl over, anu as. mi.
and as Mr. Gregory rage H
these things
answer-- we
civic
m
.clubs
the
could make before you passed
or
politics
onhis'ioXmiiy are being
thepo
"The newspapers of Gallup are; just exactly
of running and die a
inted
of them
no
"
nor no less."
Gregory Page is not
.PWSDa. aid and as
the campaign was over, such- you that
after
e ju
a nim'T, nAiWoi
Mr.
mrama some of you visit our
p
on
tms com
reflections
our coai companies had "repud- zation ot is NOT responsible
that
: tc .show
W oiten and stay long. You advise your newPbelieve
articles tending
tQ
gory Page
t
is
ant, and make demands that you, youree,fucnk00d0yo; iated Gregory raKC,
d the parting oi tics-ne-ither
d f

-

,

.,;

1$

amenr

ol

any

or?

Ji

"iurclubi

Yourselves, but havirig newspapers to pass
Then
to see us often
tell us how to save the tuatin.
off
to
.quit
lay
t when the campaign is over you advise
tuff you have been demanding, and if we don't take your ad
us.
ce you get mad and threaten to boy-co- tt
oi Commerce

","i8" -

that Gregory Page and Horace

JJB J

time8

Hor- -

that

county, Michiga

getting into polK
the first time in the
that your

Gfati?for

a reso u- is
ace Moses was
why xne
Herald." And this
tion condemning
chamber of ing the campaign
the
.was about the only cii
Chamber of Commerce,
Heram is no
Gallup
that the Chamber
Eutou
and county is' Democratic it is very
orgaiu Commerce.
v
Ha
that it is not a political
Now that the town
kind,
v
w.v
of oliticthe
.v ""
the
support
who
the very same people
Dohti- - much desired tharneborbTing Democratic, can take care
the
most
oi tneni, bup
a .v
ir of Comme?
two other
intereBted in. But,
pudiic s
"people we meet ana aeai of all the Poetical stuff the
gome prea.
arethtiVei'y
to
e gamed
.
i
our political campaigns.
the real fine point to
jr
:
. , .....
itv t vnnr own trry were never known to cnange j the
of
'started, this gulf should he founa able sin.
are concernea y.uu vu
to organize
CJamDer
foot
on
was
oil
move
thty
.
f;When
to
f
;i
Yt nolitical
yofhaven't aS strings on us and we haven't any
Ccwe
newspapers were solicited
d it also happe
an
DeiTt
such
of
and
happens,
necessity
.JctoCnjeds
cod
y
able to take .are
community and for 001
r;;ort waiven by your newspapers The
iiioMl tonightkdicte4 JHt kU
--- t,
,
f
.
are
me"
' a ioremost in
Dig
the
of
Ewopean
h are noW Page
.
EUROPE LIUST SOLVZ convlBcodhbnthtUhor' oet .
n every particular.
I -- wted for that support by the very peP
01
us- -"xi.i
$1 000.00 a momn.iu mm""""
hItp
inciiiocy"
agam
op mvn
i" m
f singly anxious to institute boycott proceedings
Those wno are m a
OWN PKCSLEOv.
"If tio fow- -r 1. 1
Commerce.
of
7 the very people who are ever
Chamber
who
toeil
;
Va
spon
f Vnd every political campaign
the very people
ni t 1 r '
ooay.
to
for t:t Wln:i
Commerce is not a politic
01 1
totol
oever and
?5lHcl
tU
f
much interestedjn
evente
Mrorew
of
"gravest
of aVinnld be true.
tv. -,,nw1pnm visi- - bility
ulo-eend of the winter" In continent rt
of
niiMC-jeditor
the .Hied
Democr
The
or
nnbss
either Republican
op
and
McKmley coumy v
t
The Gallup; Herald hae cut all bridge
6eJJ pu08rt we Itor at
convention
..
r
nd forwight hitherto
little fmancia
V Chamber oi Ceamerce.
What..'11
TrVCIVU"''
MB.
lutr
the
ni
.Af rB
1 (
no confUieng
convention Uk' of EUnoJ wh
Ueen able to give in the past win no
and we the Public had a cuum-s
... J
...
Yai.
nnminaie
- ana bwcv ..unirn
tne
to
Aii dear
ed
from
ynarowr
",r3
lfofSormick ill a
J
l jusT
Whence convention wae
nominatea
ple'aTethi. should be Wr
c?ur
Vour resolution is not near so
:
Commerce
J?
, , :.
.
It doesn't mean anything, only that you
. ...

t .eome

the

ways-t- nis
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J. R. GAINES I

7ER

DENTIST

For Those) Who Worship
At Gallup Churches

.,

f

Om 'Wurm'i Jewelry Store
Gallup, N. M.
LimtiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiMiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiJ
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Copyright,

CHURCH OF THE HOLY

int.

WMttro

Jwipapr

"You do love Munisie,

SPIRIT

Johnny

REV. A. J. G. DOWIE

?"

don't

THE SCHOOL THAT GIVES SPECIALIZED
Position's. For Graduates
Winter Session starts January Second. Thorough Ctr-i- n
business, Stenographic, Secretarial, Banking
Bookkeeping, Higher Accountancy. INDIVIDUAL t
STRUCTION. We furnish business men with office h
without charge.
Albuquerque, New Mexico May & Hoikinf.

Union.

you

asked his mother, bending

to kiss him.
"Very much, Munisie, but I love
Miss Uogers a teeny little bit more,
'cos she's so nice to me."
down

F. W. WURM

BAPTIST CHURCH

and Glasses Fitted
Eyes Examined
"
by Specialist
GALLUP, NEW MEXICO.

REV. V. B. CLARK, Pastor

Bible school, 9:45 a. m.
Mrs. Adair watched the little figMorning worship, 11 a. m.
ure depart upon its way to school
'
m.
7:80
p.
Evening worship,
at her heart. She
EDMUND R. FRENCH
"Come thou with us and we will do with an old pang
but one had
two
hud
had
children,
thee
good."
Lawyer, '.
been tuken from her, and she had
Member Bar: Supreme Court Unite1
CHURCH IN CHRIST
clung to her little boy with ail the
States, Supreme Court of New
devotion of the mother of one.
(Congregational)
Mexico.
Miss Rogers, capable, cool, efficient,
LEWIS A. STARK, Minister .
Office: tOS Coal Avenoe,
yet seemed a poor substitute for her
"Worship is Preparation for Service" self in Johnny's affections.
Had she not slaved for him, given
MARTIN & CHAPMAN,
"THE COMMUNITY CHURCH"
up every minute of her life to him?
Attoraeys-At-La9:45 Junior Church Worship with She had watched the little figure
pictures on the children of Africa.
asleep with passionate love. And now
OFFICES:
10:00
Church School with classes he loved Miss Rogers a little bit more.
for all aires and needs, Mr. H. H. Bee-- For a moment she almost hated the
Gallup, Now Mexico.
son. Sunt.
r.
She would have liked
11:00
Morning Worship with a ser to have torn her hair, scratched her
to
mon
the
by the pastor appropriate
DR. E. PARK SELLARD
committed any excess of outclosing of the old year and the open face, mother-lovThen common sense
raged
one.
new
of
the
ing
Registered Optometrist
7:30 "Worth While" Service, fea came to her aid. After all It was
Latest Equipment for Properly Test turing two Bible reels: "The Crea probably a childish fancy.
tion" and "Cain and Abel". These
lag eyes
"Munisie, dear, what shall 1 give
the first two of the finest series Miss Rogers for her birthday tomorare
POSTOFFICE BUILDING
of Bible pictures ever produced and row V
the equalmi of . any. kind of rpictures ever "How do you know It's tomorrow?"
j ine pasior win give a sermon " 'Cos she told me. She'll be twenty-four.- "
maue.
'
appropriate to the reels; Mrs. Roat
DR. M. M. ELLISON
Mrs. Adair smiled. So even effiwill sing; and there will be an exemDENTIST
plification of the pastor's church cient Miss Rogers was not above wommembershiD training for children. The anly deceptions! "And I can't fink
or some
service will close before nine clock, whether to give her a
Gallop Clinic Building
Everyone is most eordially invited.
flowers. And I've got forty cents."
New
Mexico
o
Gallup
"What did you give Munisie last
birthday V
METHODIST CHURCH
"But I forgot It was your birthday,"
John Witt Hendrix. Pastor
RUIZ A OVERSON
"
protested Johnny. "You should have
M.
school
9:45
A.
at
Sunday
'minded me."
Attoraeys-At-LaPublic Worship 11 A. M. and 7:30 Mrs. Adair hardened
her heart. She
M.
r.
Practice in all Courts of
Choir Practice. Thursday 7:30 P. M choked down her distress. "I'm afraid
W. M. Society meets every Thursday that's a matter that you'll have to deNew Mexico and Arizona
cide for yourself, Johnny," sbe anat z:w r. ai.

Fastest Pursuit Plane in Vc
A
ifJa
Ur

'

iV

w

Gift
r r

The Hoover to

--

'

school-teache-

expresses the

t!J.-'J- jr

river's

rt

-

ever-Usti-

ng

it

ptular

it a

Christmas

Each Tear a greater

nutaber of thoughtful

1

L: bands and tons choose
this gift of lifelong utility
and service

Be tare that this
Christmas brings "her"
a token of your appreciation for her unceasing
eTort and a means of
relieving her of that constant drudgery.
Let us have vour order
today. We will make
delivery whenever you
direct.
'

JOHN WITT HENDRIX
Pastor

of The Methodist Church
Residence 300 3rd Street.
Phone No. 288.
At Home in the Study 8 to 11:30 A, M
And 7:00 to 8:30 r. M.
At Your Service At All Hours.

A3youdpafdown
U 96.23

GALLUP
ELECTRIC

LIGHT & POWER

DR. PAUL H. BENNETT

COMPANY

DENTIST

Sunday school at 9:45 A. M. Of
late there has been a very noticable
growth and increase in enthusiasm. first we desrie to give thanks to
all our friends who have by any way
remember either the pastor or wife.
or both, and have thereby added to
our happniess during the Yuletide.
Next Sunday is the last day of the
last month of the old year. The next
day will be the first day of the New
Year. It will be quite appropriate
to recall tnese facts. As much it will
be the regular New Year's service.
The subject of the mormnsr ser
mon will be, "Thirst for Newness."
and in tne evening, "Uailup as it is
Religiously," Both of these will be
of special interest to church-goerThe evening sermon will be of special
interest lo oiticers ot the law. It
bears particularly upon whet ooajht
to be done during 1923 to correct present conditions.
Conditions will be
plainly and frankly setforth. We need
a new year and with it a new program.
It is perfectly evident that the
churches need to be received with
greater appreciation and public worship be given a trreater attendance
not simply by the women, but by the
business men.
The rights of child
hood to a good clean environment and
a square show to future happiness
and morality needs our utmost care.
It is clear to all who think straight,
that the public worship in the church
is the only thing left to us in our
modern civilization that sensitizes
our moral conscience on matters.
ii is me nope mat our new re
solves may include as its first item,
"Attendance upon public worship."
The Woman's Missionary Society
met in regular sssion, in their rooms
s.

SS,ttt

DEATH TOLL

Office:

Wurm Building

The death

toll , of refugees from
Aaia Minor, in Greece, has been 30,-C.during the past three months, according to statistics compiled by the
Mrican relief workers.
O

Gallup

New Mexico

EDWARD HART
LUMBER, HARDWARE, BUILDING
MATERIAL, MINE SUPPLIES, PAINT,
GLASS, CEMENT, PLASTER

in

YOU DONT SEND YOUR WATCH TO A

BLACKSMITH

correspondent-Secretar-

December

21st, 1922.

y

Mrs. J. W. Hendrix
.
.
Local Treas.
Mrs. R. C. Graf
aupt. or study and Pub c tv
Conference-TreaMrs. C. W. Kini?
Mrs. E.W. Copper
-,
ouciiti oervice
airs. i.. K. ( nuhr n
Supt. of Young People
Mrs. W. B. Cantrell
Mrs. H. R. Terry
Supt. of Juniors

.

0.

c--

WHY SEND YOUR CLOTHES TO SOME

UNEQUIPPED Cleaner
We operate the most modern cleaning and dyeing
plant between Albuquerque and Prescott.

Our cleaning department is under the personal supervision of Mr. H. B. Rogers, formerly with the City Dye
e
Works, of Los Angeles. Mr. Rogers has made a
of
and
delicate
the
of
dyeing
fabrics,
cleaning
study
life-tim-

specializing in ladies fancy work.

THE SIGN OF

GOOD TAILORING

V

The DeLuxe Cleaners
and Tailors
1

.

REBEL & RAY, Props.

pz:n:;z 1 iJ; ; ; delivery service
:

church,

s.

THEN:

f

the

it being the time for election of
omcers for the ensunig year, the
following officers were elected:
President
Mrs. W. B. Cantrell
Mrs. J. H. Stingly
ntxuruing secretary
Mrs. J. W. Stofer
and

.

a

-- wsf

pin-bo- x

Agent for Missionary Literature

Mrs. Geo. Hogdson
o

RfeJlnQS
A mirror stands in nnr hie
room where the folks who flnm. anH
jsu must pass tne thing a dozen times
a day. And it really seems that this
bit of glass is in a place to know a
lot of things in its reflecting way.
' It

watches mother at
watches tots at play. It casts a living picture of their acts. It's bound
to see the happenings that
transpire
every day; it cannot help but regis-te- r
the facts.
,
And when Dad comes
t nn:nl.
time it sees his smiling face. Or possibly it casts a sulky frown.
It
knows the bit of chepr
spreads around the place, and also
T
whether spirit's up or down.
All told, the Rilpnf mirrn- - I.. ptuiy mai is neia witnin its soul a
soul that's framed in gold. To see
the things that happen is this
arti,
cle compelled and yet it's storv
.

Some fellow with a
gift for rhyme
should write a poem about
" 'Twas just before
Christmas, and
the fourth ncome tax installment was
due.',
Rock Arkansas Ga-

andreason

zette.

"Little
'

swered,

,

,

, WaV3
2
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Skeleton View of New Cnrtiis
Pursuit Plana, Showing Metal
Construction.

i

Joho'ny pondered over the problem
all the way to school next morning.
When he entered the classroom his
mind was still not made up. He
glanced up at Miss Rogers, presiding
over the little boys and girls. How
beuutiful she was, with that smooth
curl on her forehead! He lored her.
He had never dared to tell her so.
He wondered if she could guess how
much he loved her.
"Johnny, sit up!"
Johnny sat up in consternation. Miss
Rogers had never spoken to blm quite
so crossly as that before. Tears came
Into his eyes. How sorry she would
feel when he gave her her present.
But what should It be? Should he
the next morning,
give her the
or "should lie give her the bunch of
flowers? He could not possibly make
up his mind. Which would Miss Rog
ers prefer? Suppose he gave h?r
ffowers and she would rather have had
the
"Johnny, come here What do you
mean by lolling tn the class like that
for?"
Johnny stood in the middle of the
room, painfully conscious of the scornful glances of the other children. He
began to cry. His Miss Rogers to
treat liiui so! He fought down the
tears, but his lips trembled.
Miss Rogers was really
that
day. She hod had a quarrel with her
sweetheart. But, of course, Johnny
could not have been expected to know
that.
"Johnny, you've been idling and
dreaming all through the lesson. Now
repeat to me what I've taught you."
It wus true. Johnny could not repeat a single word. How should he,
when he had not heard one? His
thoughts had been far away dreaming about the flowers and the
"You really are a very Idle, bad
boy. Now go to your seat and try to
pay attention to what I tell you."
Johnny went back. He felt the tears
running down his face. He could no
longer contain himself.
"
whispered the little
girl next to him. He slapped her face.
"Johnny!" Amazed, Mis Rogers
bore down on him. "Leave the room at
once. If you don't behave vonrspi
I shall send you to the
principal."
He stood mlserubly outside till the
class was over. A terrible scnl!in,r
succeeded It. It was a wretched little
figure that went drearily away In the
wnke of the other boys and girls.
it brightened as it drew nearer
home. Mrs. Adair, waiting on the
porch, stretched out her anna to the
little figure.
"Why, what have you got in that
parcel, darling?" she asked.
"A
And it's for you, Mum-sl'stead of Miss Rogers, 'cos I love
you ever so much ever so much better than her."
,w

The test performance or a new
Curtis3 Pursuit Plane, has caused a
sensation in the Army and Navy ser
vices. Ever since the Pulitzer Race
at Detroit, in which a new
can motor finished in the first four
places, it has been expected that
would
military planes of a super-typ- e

make their appearance at almost any
time. The actual performance of the
first pursuit ship of a series surpasses
expectation.
In many respects, this aeroplane Is
a departure from precedent. It uses
the same Curtiss motor used in the
racing ships at Detroit. It Is equipped
with wing radiators, the most radical
advance In the art of cooling a motor
since 1917, and which reduces the
resistance of the air almost to zero.
These features were expected. The
construction, however, is said to possess, alio, a new feature, In that the
entire machine can be stored for a
period of twenty years, if necessary,

pin-bo- x

Engine Water Ii CooUd br Wia
Radiation
Diagraa lidicat
How Water Ii Pumptd Throafk
Tiny Groove! in Wlif Sarfaw
and taken out of storage, rtady to
assemble and fly on twenty-to- n
hours' notice.
This machine is also stated to It
the first real fighting ship of all
American construction and desigr.
While tests are not completed,

that

is

it Is not

only

tt

fastest, but also the mostinpowerft!
lighting ship In existence say n
Won today.

pin-bo-

The Paris Shoe Store
The Only Exclusive Footwear Shopping
Place In Gallup
FIRST CLASS SHOE REPAIRING
Boots and Shoes Made to Order

upt

Corner Coal Ave. and Third

ii

St

GALLUP TRANSFER
A.

J. McMahon, Prop.

pin-bo-

"The World Moves, So Do We"
QUICK SERVICE

"Cry-baby!-

pin-bo-

-- :-

.

Phone 42

II

-- :-
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Multiplication Is Vexation.
The little girl at the elementary
school had been promoted to multiplication and for her home work was
set the task of finding out how many
legs 100 normal horses possess.
A
bit puzzled as to how to work It out
In. the evening as she sat with her
exercise book In front of her, she
called In the services of. her grandmother.
T
"Let's see," said grandma, adjusting her spectacles, "one liorse"ll have
four legs, two eight, three twelve, four
sixteen, five twenty" and then she
broke off. "How many horses did you
say?" she asked.
"Four hundred, granny;1 replied the

.
little girl.
,,
'Bee,. child," said the old lady, shutNow that the flapper and jazz are
up the book, "there isn't one livdisappearing, we can reauma tha n- - ting
tice of blaming adenoids for every-- ing could do that sum." Edinburgh
Scotsman.
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Periwinkle

revealed In the pitiful yellow light
old muskets, swords, pistols with
brass barrels from ancient Spanish
armories, clubs and pikes thiit might
have served Cromwell.
Some of the
men looked resiiectnhle, others desperate; they were of many nationaliand excited.
ties, all
"What's It all about?" Drace Inquired of a
old man who
panted beside him.
"The enrpetbag devils. They hang
a citizen."
"We are on the right side, anyway,"
Shottle cried. "Give me a gun give
me something."
Some one gave him an old carbine,
and another gave Drace a cavalry saber.
The man from the North
grasped it, feeling that he was to
fight the scoundrels that cast discredit and reproach upon his native state.
At this time of man's madness nature could not restrain the Introduction of her own grim humor. Dogs
gnthered In the open space between
the bands of advancing rioters, and
fought, howling, the victims of wounds
without cause.
Not many shots were fired.
The
authorities made a criminal of the
citizen who carried a gun or concealed
It In his house. It was a
strife, the breaking of heads, the cutd
neting of throats. A big,
gro with razor gleaming in the smoky
light made a grub at Drace, who had
Just room enough to leap back and
strike with his saber; but the ngile
negro dodged, the blow was caught by
a brick wall and the blade was broken
off at the hundle. But with the hilt, a
boxing glove of steel, Drace knocked
the negro down and then passed over
his body, striking right and left, pushing onward to the front, where the
one Into the
Jagged ranks
other.
The struggle now was to save the
hanging man, who, without fall enough
to break his neck, was strung up to
strangle. Drnce was the first mnn to
fight his way to him. lie dropped his
steel boxing glove, grabbed out his
knife, lenped up, caught hold of the
limb of the tree with one hand and
cut the man down.
Catching up hie weapon, he was
about to mix In the fight again when
the sharp scream of a woman cn tight
He
and held him for a moment.
glanced hurriedly about; at various
windows were lights and silhouetted
figures of onlookers. But as If drawn
by some lodestone Instinct his eyes
window Just
went to a second-storbeyond the tree; und there, In the
strong llcht of a lamp Just behind her,
he saw again the face of the barbaric
rose maid, Nadine la Vitte.
Instantly he whirled and strove to
fight his way to a gate which he saw
In the wall before the house. But now
came a new cry and a scramble for
safety. A Jroop of Unkted States cavalry enme sweeping the thoroughfare
from curb to curb, their drawn sabers
flashing, the aroused anger of Uncle
Sam rebuking a riot. Not to run was
to be trampled to death, but Drace
stood an Instant to look about for
Shottle. He could not find him, however, and he had to seek his own safety, for the cavalry were near, spreading out upon the sidewalk.
With divers others, he stood not
ran
upon the order of his going but
back down the street and then hurried
down a side street out of the path of
There he waited until
the troopers.
the tumult had subsided perhaps an
hour. Then he made his way bach to
the scene of the riot.
The house at the window of which
he thought he had glimpsed the- face
of Nadlne la Vitte was now dark. But
In spite of the curious glances of suna careful surdry loiterers, Drace took
oak trees
the
three
of
It
and
vey of
fain front even felt their bark to
miliarize himself with them. At the
corner he sought the name of the
street, on the lamp, but the glass had
been broken, leaving only a red "L"
and the fragments and "e," But no
matter he would know where to turn,
would know the house when abreast
of It.
Now Druce hastened toward the St.
Charles. The streets were quiet. But
a wagon rattled by, nnd he saw that
It was filled with wounded men. He
was
thought of Shottle and his spirit esoppressed with sorrow. Shottle's
and
cape must hnve been Impossible,
his
body,
would
take
tomorrow they
throw it Into some oozy hole and "cover
anger-smitte-
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and proposes that Drace
ScomVny him to the affair. The young
'
attend and Dnue unexpectedly meets
ftTflrl who had tired his heart aboard
' Ss steamer. She Is accompanied by one
interest Indl-ioktBoice, whose proprietary
that he Is her nance. Through
leteatsiem BhotUe learns that the name
that
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CHAPTER IV

j

than ever was Drace re--!
to find where the girl lived, to
What would he
Hod old Stepho, to
do when he found them? He was bent
00 revenge upon his father's murderon, on solving the secret of that
borled money; yet he was In love with
Or
that
daughter.
wis he? He must find her, make sure.
And he said as much to Shottle.
"There are some things that can't
be don by mere determination," said
Shottle, bis mind on filling a flush.
"Jto, but judgment ought to be the
Hirer ana director 01 ueiennmaiiou.
I till you what we'll do. This afternoon we'll take the French quarter
by streets and knock at every door."
That afternoon they set out on their
But the scheme of knocking at
door soon seemed foolish and
, impertinent.
They decided to halt only In front of habitations that seemed
to Invite Inquiry, consult" their Instinct; but as repeated failure blunts
Instinct
hope became a critic,
' without dull,
creative adventure, and advised a return to the hotel. Then they
thought that night would be a fitter
tine. . They might catch sight of the
Ctrl or Boyce at the theater.
They went to one, and from a stage
ex gated through rented glasses at
very face. Not there. They went out,
walked a short distant, talking not of
but of hope, and
disappointment
timed Into a narrow and dimly
lighted street Suddenly there broke
the noise of a rising tumult, yells and
!
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nnshots. And over walls and from
rk recesses came pouring excited
en. Drace
and Shottle found them-Hw- a
In the midst of a mob, surging
"art another mob rushing Into an
Pn spare where torches discovered
band of executioners
hanging some
wretch to the limb of a tree.
"Mre there were no houses, the gnr-walls were too high to offer a
JJ"s of escape, and as they could not
tnlr way back, Drace and Shot- were swept onward.
Torches
- red, and all sort of weunoaa wars

;t

which
the price of cotton. The riot,
not
to Drace had meant so much, was
vn iriuiwn. so accustomed was the
Drace
town to scenes of violence.
In.
come
had
If
Shottle
clerk
the
asked
Thea
box.
No; his key was la the
Drace thought that, auraly, Liberty
Bust be dead or wounded, hauled
want forth again,
iwayle softer. Ho of
police, to the
to the department
but
nothing conld
barracks,
cavalry
In his room he eat
Then
learn.
he
and yet
sorrowing over his friend
thrilled with a selfish happiness, for
rosemald.
he had found the barbaric
dreamed
slept,
tossed,
to
bed,
He went
In a mingling of distress and gladness,
in
and awoke. Shottle was standing
room.
the
"Thank the Lord I" cried Drace, and
sprang out of bed.
Virgil.
That's what I say, friend me
as
But you will please address
man.
Colonel Shottle. I am a free

Here!"
He held forth
It, prace took
banknote.

an envelope; opening
out a bondred-dolla- r
'.-..-

"What does this mean,

1

n

"

Ooloael SbetOe, sir, and not

"I beg jour pardon, Colonel; but
what does this mean?" ;
Shottle sat down und crossed his
long legs. He took out a cigur und
'
lighted it.
"Virgil, I fought as long as I thought
It whs of advantage. The old curblne
I had wouldn't
h it, and I want to
tell you that mauling darky heads
with a piece of Iron la hurd work. I
looked about for you but couldn't find
you, und knowing that you knew how
to take care of yourself, I began to
sniff for a way to get out, found a
hole in a wall, ducked through and
scooted. That was all natural enough.
Anybody could have done that. But
now comes the inspirational part.
I
got around Into Royal street and met
a steamboat captain who asked me to
hnve a drink, and I needed it, for I
had been hard at work.
"So I went in with him. And then
up I hops to a gambling house with
the money you'd paid me for introducing you to Nadlne la Vltte. The.
linker tables were full, so I n tmed in
That's not
modestly at the
a very swift game, but sometimes it
Is as sure as buying houses nnd lots, If
you've got the putlenoe. I Invested
cautiously till about daylight, cashed
In exactly two hundred, and here I
am aa refreshed as a horse grazing on
clover."
"Colonel, I congratulate you I" said
Drace.
The two breakfasted together, and
then Drace set out to find again the
house at the scene of the riot the
house at the window of which he had
seen the face of Nadine la Vltte. At
length he found himself In the side
street where he had taken refuge the
night before, nnd turning out of this
he came to Hie tree from the limb of
which ho had cut down the
victim of the mob. There opposite was the house and there was
the window at which he bad seen
face; but across the window,
The other
boards had been nailed!
windows, too, and the doors, were
nailed tip; the place was deserted.
Could that face at the window have
been only a creature of his Imagination?
An old negro In nondescript livery
came down the walk from a house a
few doors away. He might have been
But when
footmun to a harlequin.
Drnce spoke to him, the dignified
change In his countenance appeared
to alter even the aspect of his attire;
and now he might have been usher to
This quick change had
a governor.
been brought about by his intuitive
discovery that Drnce was a man of
consequence.
"Do yon know anything about the
people who lived across the street?"
Drace asked.
"Wall, no sah; da wus po' folks,
sah."
"Then you don't know where they
went."
"No sah. My 'ployment Is ter look
after folks ob er higher 'ditlon, sah.
An den ter preach on Sunday."
"Oh, you are a preacher."
"Called, snh, wld er blast from de
trumpet."
"Does your church ever need
money?" In a moment he lost his
dignity.
Look yeah, boss, whut's er nigger
church fur ef it ain't ter need money?
Co'se it need money. But what you
gwlne do erbout It?
"Yassuh," he said, when Drace had
warmed him with a greenback, "I
reckon dey done moved away. There
was er kind of rumpus last night And
thought It wasn't no
I reckon they-al- l
no
mo' ; dey lef mighty
oh
dem
f
place
sudden-like- ,
uhly dls mnwnln'."
And that was all Drace could learn ;
no one In the vicinity would admit
destine-tlon- .
that they knew them or their
Disliking to call too much at.
tentlon to himself, Drace walked away
For a long time he
wandered the streets. He came to the
He
levee, and the French market.
went Into the old St. Louis cemetery,
of
nnd looked upon the novel sight
bodies sepulchered in a wall with
doors like a fumnce. These compartthe
ments, he learned, were rented by
month to the poor; and a short tenana son and daughtry It was for many
ter of penury answering Eternity's
failed
call, for when the grim agent
to collect the pittance promised by
evicsorrow, the shrouded renter was
was
Drace
custom,
old
Spanish
tedan
I

fnro-ban-

d

's

heavy-henrte-

told.
Recalled by these grim surroundings
him
to the purpose that had brought
now
aeierniuieu
Drnce
South,
to the
to give himself wholly to his quest for
to the
Stepho la Vltte. He returned
nervous In a
Shottle
found
and
hotel,
.innii of smoke. The floor was cov
ered with burned matches and the
stubs of cigars.
"Lib, I'm crushed," announced Drace,
"So am I. But how does It happen
drove over you too?"
that the dust-ca"Nadlne Is gone. The place Is nailed
rt

P"

"That's tough, all right. But what
are you going to do about it? Are yon

senses
going to come to your puritanic
and give the whole thing op, or do you

expect"

n''

I expect to fulfill my
la Vltte,"
glon. I must find Stepho
hands with
shook
and
ghottle got up
he would
his friend. He swore thatof
his life.
make the search the aim
be
the
me
day,"
hire
by
Suppose you
work
suggested. "A man does better stimhas fresh
by the day. He always rises."
sun
the
time
ulus every
a day."
"Very well ten dollars
"That's liberal, Virgil, and Ttt take
as.
And let's get Old Josh to help
with
acquainted
or
lata
more
He la

it

CHAPTEK V
An hour later Draco
turned to their hotel

and Shottle

after

re-

a cere-

monious visit with Colonel Josh. The
Colonel knew of Stepho, had indeed
met1 him once, and he promised to
mnh-discreet Inquiries thut should
without fall disclose the Creole's
whereabouts.
Hardly had Drace reached his room,
however, before a visitor was shown
In a visitor who Introduced himself
as an agent of the New Orleans po
lice department and who had a most
distressing communication to make:
It was known that Mr. Drace and
his friend had taken part In a recent
riot. Mr. Draco was one of the leaders, had severely wounded more than
one man, and without cause, being
from the North, Just arrived, and hav
ing no possible Interest In the city.
However, he was to be treated with
more of lenity than would rhyme with
his crime, for instead of punishment
he was only to be banished, along with
his friend. A steamboat, the Bum.
blebee, bound northward, would leave
next morning.
The chief of police
would grieve If Mr. Drace and his
friend failed to register among the
passengers.
With scarcely twelve hours left In
which to find Stepho la Vltte, Drace
paced the streets In an agony of anxiety, making a hundred plans to find
Stepho or to outwit the New Onleans
officials and prolong his stay, but all
In vain.
Colonel Josh did not appear, but he
seemed to have embarked upon the
quest, for when the distracted Drace
called at his quarters ubout midnight
the old fellow was still absent. Dawn
brought Drace back again, for all bis
other endeavors had been unsuccess
ful, and but two hours remained before
the Bumblebee's departure.
Routed out of bed, the Colonel kept
Draco waiting a full hnlf hour before
e

upivarance. Then, however, he offered a faint ray of hope.
He had discovered that a certain
Frenchman, a wine denier, living at
he

put

In an

As they turned th corner, a deep
throated blast from the Bumblebee
sounded a wurnlng,
Shoitle turned
upon the disappointed Drnce with
gleeful 'Countenanced
''Maslor,"., hi'
wild, "I'll thank you for that money
;
again. I've found 1,1m."
"Foui.ii him!" exclaimed Dnice.
"How?"
"That ra- of wine was addressed to
Stepho la Viit at Farnum's Landing,
Thut wine Is going to
Mississippi.
Stepho on the Bumblebee. Ami so
are we!"
An hour Inter Drace sat with Shot'
tie on the deck of the Bumblebee,
watching the
panorama
of the Mississippi and musing upon
the sudden shifting of hit quest.
"Liberty," asked Draco presently,
"how far up Is this Furnum's Landing?
Do you recall It?"
"Yes," said Liberty. "I know this
river. Farnum's Landing Is by golly I" he exclaimed, breaking off, "Farnum's Landing Is the next stop
below Bethpage's Landing I And General Bethpage Is my uncle I We'll go
,

I
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something.
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The Major cleartJ
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.
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"My young friend, they have) told
you about the most Implacable and
desperate of men. sir. I know tfca
man, and while nature did not
and I beg your pardon for witt
might seem a, want of modesty that
I should fear any human being, yet I
confess to an occasional uneasiness In
the presence of old Stepho la Vltta.
I have never had any. words wKi t'm
that is, strained words; but If I
ahould, I'd await no mora oa hta

lnti

irt

there."
"But," Drnce said dubiously, "he's
not my uncle, and I'm afraid It would
be Intruding somewhat on hla hospitality to- -"
"Nothing of tho sort," averred Liberty. "Any friend of mine would be
doubly welcome. You can't know
much about the General. Taming,
now, but he used to be the most remarkable character, In a quiet way,
along thejlver. And when I tell you
about
in, Virgil, you'll laugh. Before
the war he was professor at Newsome,
a little college up In the scrub-oacountry, lie entered the army as a
colonel nnd came out as a brigadier."
"I don't see anything to laugh at lu
111

k

that."

"No, but wait, He had considerable
money, and at times used to come
down to New Orleans to enjoy himself. On one occasion he lost all his
money at roulette."
"Still nothing to luugh at."
"No? All the property he had with
him was a bodyservant, a Guinea negro named Dip. So what does he do?
He says to the proprietor of the gambling house : 'I wish to play this negro, sir.' 'All right; I'll take off the
limit and let you play him. How much
Is he worth?' says the gambler.
'I
don't want to play his value io money,
but him, I tell you,' says the General.
'Say the word, nnd I'll bet him on one
of these numbers.'
He had been losing every bet, and the proprietor knew
that It would be safe. So he lays:
'All right, go ahead.'
"The General wasn't sober, so he
calls the darky and says: 'Dip, stand
here with your forefingers on number
twenty, right here.' The darky did so,
and they turned the wheel, everybody
laughing. Well, sir, If twenty didn't
win, the world Is a puffhall I Won, and
tho owner of the place turned pale I
He knew that he'd hnve to pay or close
up his house. So he says : 'All right,
get at his value, and I'll pay tho bet
'Value!' cries the General. '1 didn't
bet his value, but him. I want thirty- five Guinea negroes. Size them op to

an address he produced scrawled on
paper, was reported to be an Intimate
of Stepho.
Possibly from him Mr.
Drace might
Drace hurriedly explained the de
cree which had banished him; then he
"presented" the Colonel with a check
on account, asked him to convey his
respects to Miss Lucy and took his
departure.
On his way to the Frenchman's he
stopped at the hotel, where he found
Shottle strapping up their baggage
and a police official paying an Informal
but suggestive call. An hour's grace
remained. Drace paid his score at the
desk, sent his baggage to the boat and
then, summoning a cub, drove off with
Shottle to the house of the Frenchman. It proved to be a mean abode,
Drnce
pih wineshop and dwelling.
knocked eagerly. A small man, his
mustache dyed, came to the door,
blinking.
"I beg your pardon, sir, but I am a
friend of Mr. la Vltte, and"
"Pardon, monsieur, but you do not
him.' "
look like him, re friend."
"What a furce!" commented Drace.
"But I am. And I came with word
"Was It? Well, I reckon not. They
that will be of advantage to him. The
"
had to go out and buy thirty-fivpolice nre after him
"Aw, he know zat. Monsieur would Guinea negroes. It took quite a while,
trouble himself for nothing. Good but the General waited. And when
they had all been sized up, the General
morning."
"Just a moment, please. You have went up the River, with his thirty-fivhim."
no need to look on me with suspicion. Guinea negroes trailing after
Now Drnce could see the picture of
I am his friend and "
was the man
"If you his friend," interrupted tho It, and he laughed. Thii
I
to
visit
was
be
going
to
Europe,
man, "you know he gone
The Bumblebee wai Jointly owned
on steamer to France."
Drace was about to abandon the man and operated by Major Pewitt and a
In despair when Shottle, who had been young fellow named William Hawkins,
It was
but
a
staring at a case of wine which stood It was fine steamer, a while
masked as public carrier,
for
sealed
and
ticketed
cunningly
door
the
by
Shottle was quick to discover that It
shipment, suddenly interrupted.
a
"Ah," he cried, "can tills be the was In truth nomnd gambler, profuse
In entertainment that taxed not the
giver. But the entertainment sought
by this pelican, as the gamoitera
termed Shottle, was not of wine from
from Russia or
France, the
venison from America's native woods.
but spades, hearts, diamonds and clubs.
And while the Bee still lay at the
wharf, breathing low and blubberously
through her nostrils, Shottle had put
contrived
In
operation a quickly
"touch," presenting himself to Major
Pewitt before he bud taken the time
to Introduce his friend to that
character.
Now, however, Major Pewitt strolled
up; and Shottle, keen to get to the
gaming table, Introduced Pewitt to
Drace and then a moment later him,
self slipped away.
"We are on our way to visit Shot-tie- 's
uncle, General . Bethpage," ex
plained Drace.
"What, my old friend nnd fellow- Never a nobler
soldier, Bethpnge I
man drew sword in defense of what
he conceived to be right. If you like a
genial atmosphere and a company that
never tires, you will remain with him
aa long as possible and still too short
a time. I earnestly hope that you may
find Inducement to settle among us."
"Possibly I may. I like the River. I
the study of character. In characlike
Ho
Snarled.
Zo
PrlviU Stock,"
"Zat Is
ter there is all history, all philosophy,
all- -"
famous Chateau YquemT And brushov"Just so," the Major agreed. "And
ing past the Frenchman, he leaned
er as If to examine the bottle. With a we have some remarkable character
cry, the wine merchant shoved him here, sir, and some of the most beau
rudely away. "Zat is se private stock," tiful women In the world ; to some poo
he snarled. "He Is not for sale, I am pie It may appear a little singular, but
not yet open for business, sirs. Good Interesting character among men ul
ways develops In an almoNpliere l o
morning."
Shottle grasped Draco's arm and duclng beauty .among woim'
"And naturally, Major, you re acdrew him away. A cart had halted
oatslde, and as they entered their cab quainted with both characters nnd
ever
they aaw the carter shouldering the beauty. And by the way, did you
case of wine and bearing toward Ml meet an old fellow let me see, what
la all name? Ob. I think tliey tail Mm
..
vehicle,

Tho Major Cleared His Throat and
Gently Laid His Hand on D race's
8houldir.

yellow-lookin-

,

.

e

e

fish-eg-

well-kno-

;

but shoot him Instantly, Ha, I wish
you to meet my dear young friend and
much esteemed
partner, William
Hawkins."
Druce was much taken with Haw
kins, his quiet manner, bis athletle
mold, and passed some time with him
In talk, the Major having given to
Hawkins a scheming wink.
The boat was now fluting her ruffled
way up the river. At a table beneath
a great shaded lamp, Shottle sat, not
alone, not staring Into vacancy but Into the expressionless countenance of
men merciless In vivisection. Luck at
first hod cajoled him, let him swell
the fifty he had obtained to near five
g
awab of
hundred, but a
with him and
whiskers entangled
leeched him down to twenty-five-.
Shottle looked at him, bis caterpillar
eyebrows, heard his slight hacking
of
cough, his request for a glass
and said to himself: - - ' :
"One of these days I may have a
chance to set fire to yon as I would
any other patch of dead grass."
Slowly and with an economy palatal
for him to practice, Shottle with many
ups and downs built up again toward
two hundred; but at length In the afternoon an old cltlsen who sat high
and who looked like a steer, hooked
blm nnd horned htm broke.
Shottle came stumbling over the
doorslll and found Drace In conversation with Major Pewitt and William
With a wink the Major
Hawkins.
'
enjoined a humorous silence, and
losmutely they sat attendant on the
er's mood. Shottle sat down, took out
a card, wrote on it, put It back tet
his pocket, --tapped his teeth with
pencil and spoke: f'w.c!;.:
"I have Just written 4 resolve, nil" "
whenever I do. it become! lav of ry
being. It has just been enacted luJL..-- '
recorded that never again on this earth
am I to bet another cent. I may ga
to houses where there are card parties,
but never again am I to shuffle a deck.
.
My career as a fool Is ended
Who was it that wrote, 'If at first you
don't succeed, try, try again'? A prison sentence would he too good for the
hatcher of such a fallacy. If at first
you find you're wrong, quit That's my
,
course for the future."
"I congratulate you. Jlot what are
you going to do?" Drace Inquired. vt
"I will drng a surveyor's chain and
trisquint at the landscape. I'll lug a
pod aud eat a raw turnip In the wind.
Or, If compelled to be humbler, I can
';
.
curry horses."
"And bet some fellow that youll '
have your horses curried first," said
the Major.
With his pencil Shottle slowly
i
tapped bis teeth.
"The first squirt of cold water generally comes from one aa much afflicted as yourself. . Bnt no matter.
Cold water chills, but at the same time
It cleanses. And from this time en,
;
gentlemen, Liberty Shottle, the tf a
and unreal, will become the obvtcn
thomr-- 1
snd the actual. If I had
dollars right now, 1 wouldn't bet tLi
the sun will rise tomorrow. Oh, ttcra
Is such n thing aa redemption."'
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old-tim- e,

two-ce-

TARIFF IN SIMPLE TERMS
(Omaha Bee)

:i!J about the matter. John Schauer has interested

v

trli any railroad proposition, nor will any railroad project
tzt'zttn with, this proposed highway. The Indians need the
With it they can get their produce to market by j
Liway.
able to haul their goods to Gallup at any time of the year,
Senator J. L. Hubbell is able to help in this matter. Our
Zziizn stents can do a great deal towards helping in this plan,
all should get busy and stay with it till the Department
cI Cs Ixtxrior orders' the highway.

t.

t

So-call- ed

rl

-

nti1

d.

"Whatever goes up must come down," unless you put a
Gal-- I prop under it.
I .
matter.
the
in
Other
influential
citizens
of
.nzzti
C
The Republican party has put a prop under the American
Uke interest in this project and keep it up. A high- X..T fcrcxih the Navajo Indian Reservation will not interfere payroll in the shape of a protective tariff.
(

is

.

have letters from Mr. Fall's department at- in the matter. Mr. Fall, Senator Bursum,
Ltirest
j
zi tlontoya have also written to the editor of The

f

there

long-tren-

x.!: J of Geo. A. Byus, has given the matter his

1

"c
"

r "J

Navajo Indians,
Li c:r'? attractiveness, would induce many tour
E::rrvation coming from Colorado to
') tlrj
California. This stream of an- rr tzzny thousands of dollars each and
) t
'1 1 L
rit!ra alonar the route. And, as Gal- 1
: " il l
for the products of the Indian
fcip Rock and Farmington sec- fctrs
cj
j x:zt J ciean a way to get the many thous-2 ua producers to tne markets, the Santa
r
, v 3 cr!y rtilroad to reach with such products.
C. N. Cotton, H. Nuemann, John Schauer,
.
jrCiIIsp Herald, assisted by some of our other
"
:;a working on this matter for some time

"
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,
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Another year totters on crutches into eternity. Once
BEI EFPROOUGERS
more we stand on the threshold of the unknown. In greeting
probetter
that
to
know
things
the stranger, 1923, it is good
bably are in store for us.
The business outlook generally is much brigther than it Open Stable for Cattle With Feed
was at the beginning of 1922. Uncertainty, bewilderment
;
Storage Above.
and fear have nearly run their course. Our goal is plainly
sane
and
to
safe
prosperity.
in sight we are headed upward
d
There may be reactions, but they will be temporary. The
WILL BE GOOD INVESTMENT
is upward."
s
The year 1923
Prosperity in 1922 was rather
They
should do much to restore the normal balance, the eventual Cattle May Conn and Go at
In Fair Weather Stable
farmPlease
of
and inevitable equilibrium, with the purchasing power
Can Be Closed to Provide
ers and small towns more on a level with cities.
Protection In Winter.
reasome
A year ago every other person was muttering
son why business revival could only be temporary. Today the
By WILLIAM A. RADFORD
is a rare specimen. Best of all, no one will Mr. William A. Radford will answer
crape-hangand iva advice FREE OF
listen to him. That reveals a national spirit of confidence, the questions
COST on all subjects pertaining to the
surest breeder of prosperity.
farm, for
subject of building work on theaccount
of
On
"All arounh, we are a saner people than when we ven- the readers of this paper.
wide experience as Editor, Author and
tured timidly into 1922. Home is coming to have more of its his
the
Manufacturer, he la, without doubt,
old meaning.
departing. Men highest
authority on all these subjects.
"jazz life" is gradually of
Address all Inquiries to William A. Radthe
are working harder. There's a general revival
ford, No. 1827 Prairie avenue, Chicago.
stamp for
genuinely American spirit that made our country what it is.
III., and only Inclose
it
would
As Coue, the French
put "Every reply.
day, and in every way things are getting better and better."
Comparatively high prices for meat
We wish our readers the best of good fortune and happi- animals
and low prices for grain and
ness in 1923 and the years to follow.
feed have made breeding and feeding
lop-side-

enured that the highway over and

Ji3

COMING IN 1923

CSXICO

KZ

tored.

for grain bins, so loeatidV-Plneeded for cadi f--,
secured by gravity throurw
nlng to the stable floor.
The barn Illustrated Is O
f
and 113 feet long, wbJck r"
ample space for a rather ta .
k
of steers. The monitor
height to the building
larger storage space in the mo '4
The building may be set on -concrete or stone foundation, f

GOOD BARM FOR

nt

1

'

1

?

jji'i

livestock a profitable business during
the last year. At least, farmers ore
getting a great deal higher price for
the grain they produce by "marketing
It on the hoof than by selling It as
grain.
Of course, during the summer the
cattle or hogs are allowed to run In
the feed lots, where forage is plentiful
and the
supply the
rations that the animals require In addition to the grass they get
from the pasture.
But In winter a
weather-proo- f
stable Is necessary to
protect the animals from the cold
winds, which take their vitality and
force them to use up much of the
food they consume for bodily warmth.
That Is why successful cattle breeders and feeders have such a barn as is

Floor Plan.

Twice two is four, and no amount of sophistry will make
floor may be either of concrete or st
it come out five or three.
cinders. In either event it should W
so constructed that there will be goo4
If you buy an article made abroad that could be made at
drainage, as the floor should be kept
home, you deprive an American workman of that much emare not second
dry. The
ployment. Money paid for it goes to pay wages to a workman
to the floor, but are loose so that tbey
in a foreign land.
may be moved at will. Remonbh
Omaha is about to witness an exhibition of Omaha-mad- e
also can be Included m
partitions
goods, the object being to interest the citizens in their home
that a part of the stable may be putown products. Not an article to be exhibited there but can be
beTO nniilND YOU : If you don't find a statement in this produced for less money in England, Germany, or Japan,
here.
than
lower
are
showing just the status of McKinley county affairs on cause wages there
Which are you mqst concerned in?
izzxry 1, 1323, you will find it in our next issue. In this
we
also
would
remind the citizens of McKinley
CC:ction
CLEANUP
that not one single Democratic county official is under MOONSHINE BOOZE SLAYING STARTS OF
etzzty
OHIO CITY
whit
to
,c- -9
of
The Gallup Herald, and so
ilnsle
obligations
STUEBENVILLE, Ohio, Dec. 26.
A fresh and vigorous warfare on
we have occasion to criticise any one or all of the county
KILLS MANY
"speak easies" "hip pocket venders,"
we are going to do so. To the citizens of Galluo we
parlor jarties" and the
r cJJ remind you that just before the last county campaign WASHINGTON, Dec. 26. The "private
"higher ups" in Jefferson county's
of
the
out
streets
drive
to keep bootleggers
were fairly swarming with town employees,
,CiI2p
alleged liquor combine will be launchgoved at once, prohibition officers anaoinj one thing, some another, all drawing Democratic capital building severed from the
Now. hardly a single employee can be found work- - ernment payroll Tuesday a negro nounced Tuesday as the result of the
;n:ey.
last midnight of Charles
cn our streets and our alleys are piling up with rubbish, as waiter said by senate officials to slaying
"Dixie" Blinn, leader of a squad of
lrj
of
Christmas
a
flask
as
the streets becoming unsightly. Probably just before have dropped
.trill
Lw--MTTTTeight dry agents.
3 next town election our streets will be cleaned up, and our whisky on the floor of the senate
with city police and
wi!l be cleared of rubbish. That should elect another
county omciais tne entorcement of
ficers believe the decree will result
Democratic town board. Then, maybe, when the next county
in wholesale arrests. However, nffi
While
28.
Dec.
poNEW
YORK,
is approaching our streets and alleys will again be
cials admitted they were baffled by
ctnpain
r- -t hto decent condition, which in turn should elect another lice records show that yesterday wis tne muraer oi minn, wnose body with
three bullet wounds was found in a shown in the accompanying illustrat- titioiied if the owners deem It neci;:!Ocratic county ticket. All of which may not sound iust the "driest" Christmas in New York's
dark alley, with his empty
atk ion.
were
deaths
to
essary.
but
six
is
to
Herald
The
some,
continue history,
sg
Gallup
going
lying 20 feet away and his reThe building Is of frame construcAs will be seen by the floor plan
to
whisky.
tributed
bootleg
by police
t9 advocate for good government for both the town of Gal
volver
missing.
on
be
to
the lumber used being of the flrst
were
performed
Autopsies
Blinn, known to his friends as "the that accompanies the exterior view of tion,
lup and the county.
the bodies of the six five men and
class so that the barn will be
be-fc-

ti

-

int

rra

.

,

c:8

t
fzjt

1

pocket-boo-

marked man of bootleggers" who operated from his
in Rich- Threat of prohibition authorities to mond' Ohio' is headquarters
the fifth Jefferson
...
make the citv as dry over the holidavi
nrnhthitmn
aF.ah
UilitCL lIII Iliecbl
as the eighteenth amendment con- death at yiwuiuiHUH
the hands of the gun men.
had
whole
its
the
for
year
templated
effect so far as public drinking was "PICTURE CURE" LATEST
concerned, police reported.
BOOZE-HOUNTREATMENT
For the first time within the memDES MOINES, Iowa., Dec. 26.
of
west
the
attaches
oldest
o
ory
John B.
chief of police, anside court, not a defendant was brot nounced Hammond,
that every drunken
to the bar there on a charge of in- man who Tuesday
is brought into police headtoxication.
will have his picture taken.
Bellevue hospital reported that only quarters,
When the offender has become so12 Dersons sufferine from alcoholism
ber again he will be presented with a
were treated there yesterday. That
or himself so that he may
is the lowest number for Christmas picture
know how he looked when taken to
:
the
of
institution.
in
the history
day
the jail. Hammond hopes this "oic-- i
ture cure" will be a potent weapon
DEATH LIST INCREASED
drunkenness.
TO EIGHT TWO WOMEN against
Eighty-eigh- t
men spent Christmas
NEW YORK, Dec. 26. Eight eve in the
city jail.
deaths were attributed today to the
0
drinkine of poisonous liquor over
Christmas. A score or more of vie GRAND AND PETIT
tims were confined to hospitals. Of
JURORS FOR COURT
those who died, two were women. A.
woman was arrested as the seller
of whisky which caused the death of THE, STATE OF NEW MEXICO
one of the women.
To the Sheriff of McKinley County,
Prohibition Director E. C. Yellow-leGreeting:
whose aides succeeded in keeping You are Hereby Commanded to Sum
the white lights dimmer than usual,
mons:
declared that while the dry navy was
GRAND JURORS
busy in holding rum runners outside
H. C. Stacher, Gallup; Henry F.
limit, land rum runthe three-mil- e
Crown Point; B. M. Holtrey,
ners succeeded in an old ruse, smug- Brock,
Andy Romero, Gallup; J. H.
Gallup;
thousunder
the
into
city
gling liquor
Witt, Cousins; Robert Dennard, Gal
ands of Christmas trees. '
lup; . a. koss, liallup; A. J. Crockett, Gibson; C. C. Manning, Gallup;
HELD FOR MURDER
D. Dean, Gibson; Cliff
FOR "MOONSHINE" DEATH John
J. M. Vickery, Wingate;Farrar,
J. C.
SHELBY, Ohio, Dec. 26. For five Gallup;
Starriett.
Gallup: D. Roberts, rfih
minutes, Phillip Weiganott and Les- Meliton Romero,
Gallup; T. Younis,
ter Elston stood at the bier of Robert
uauup; rreo. mum, liailup; Al Lor- Longley today, sobs shaking their enzino,
Gallup; Juan Baca, Gallup;
bodies.
Wordless, they gazed upon S. E.
Brentari, Gallup; Del Arcey, Gal
the still form of Longley, who died
reuro unavez, uallup; H. R.
yesterday after drinking "moonshine," lup;
Gallup; V. Leyba, Allison; T.
Spann,
conadmitted
made.
Police
they
they
C. Poison, Gallup; Severo Chavez, Galducted Weiganott and Elston to the
Casimirio Lucero, Gallup.
coffin and compelled them to gaze on lup;
PETIT JURORS
the body of Longley as a "moral exSydney Boardman,
Gallup: J. F.
ample."
The two nien are held on charges Branson, Thoreau; Placidio Castillo,
of murder. Two other men who drank Gallup; Antonio Cabaldon, Gallup; L.
some of the 'same liquor are totally t, uouin, ereece; u. 1. smith, Mentblind today, and little hope for re- more; Thomas Algood McGaffey; Por
held. The firio Grilhalba, Gallup; F. V. Mon- covery of their sight-iliquor is said to have contained wood tano, Gibson; J. If. Amngton, GalluD:
A: W, Robertson, Gallup; C. C. Dow-de"
alcohol.
Allison; August .Dietzman, Galone woman

.

1
E2RVICE COUNTS:
Gallups worth is indebted to such
town builders as Gregory Page, C. N. Cotton, H. Neuman, W.
I Uorris and others of their type. Good many thousands of
couars worm oi valuable property are a part of Gallup by reason of such men living here, and a good many people are employed in the several institutions which stand as monuments to
Vzezt men. Without such men having put their all in Gallup,
car town would be nothing more than a whistling post. One
day of service by either of these men is worth many times
pore than the schemes and success of designing politicians.
tUe heaviest tax payers. To them belong the
more than any others in the support of our

ID :
will be

Don't forget that the biggest show of
the Inter-TribIndian Ceremonial. It
one
the
for
b
big thing
Gallup and this territory. Not one
cent of individual profit can be made out of the scheme, yet
each and every one in this whole section will be benefitted, because the whole scheme is for the sole benefit of the Indians.
Hike Kirk is the moving spirit of this one great show, and he
will have' plently of good help to put over the 1923 Ceremon
ial better than ever. Our community should not be called
upon to support any other. great 1923 undertaking, for this
C2 show is big enough to take the place of any or all other

i0J
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A Republican Politicians Creed
.

(By F. E. Schortemeier)

;

-

Monday.

D

e.

vA good way to

ing now.

Such a barn as this will be good
Investment for those farmers. "7b
want to make the most from thir
cattle feeding operations. Before 4
elding on such a building, however,
it is best to consult the local contrte-to- r
and material dealer, either or botb
of whom can give a good Idea of wait
this building will cost. Prices of msecaterials and labor vary in different
tions, and much depends on local

prepare for next Christmas is

to
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Gib-sniri- t"

women agents can do New Year's Eve. Gallup;

Pat Castillo,

Allison;

G.

F,

J government' in the history of mankind, faithful al- - They will be sent to the leading cafes Darmody, Gallup; W. Wt Turner, Galhotels. They will be in evening lup; R. A. Wilson, Gallup.
Cr; Arr.:rica," fine. and clean in her history, perform-- f and
To be and appear before the Disto enter into fesgowns,
trrvice
American people and their children, tivities, instructed
the names of violators trict Court for the Second Judicial
obtain
which best assures the abundant Amer- - of dry laws and even make arrests District of the" State of New Mexico,
"y
:Y,-i:-

start

sav--

.

'

'

.

t.

'
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Secretary Indiana Republican State Committee
I believe in the Republican party. I believe in the Republican party for its splendid history of constructive achievements,
for its present usefulness and for its assurance of future
1 believe in the Republican party for its devotion, thru
victory and defeat, to sound constitutional government as
taught us by the founding1 fathers. I believe in the Repub-Ika- n
party for its guiding course, throughout the history of
oar country, in the continued advocacy of those principles of
government under which our republic was developed, I believe in the Republican party for its steady encouragement to
business, the very basis of the economic welfare of all of the
people. I, believe in the Republican party for the, golden op- WOMEN ADDED TO LOS
lup; C. E. Bond, Ramah; A. P. Brown,
portunity, its policies give to labor to earn an, honest day's
ANGELES DRY FORCE1 Gallup; Samuel Montoya, Crown Point
pay, the best day's pay in the world, for an honest day's LOS ANGELES, Dec. 26. Fifty John Meagher, Gallup; Ignacio Perea,
.work. I believe in the Republican party, for its liberal sym- women will be appointed special pro- Uallup; franK arcey. uallup;
Joe
hibition agents to keep L03 Angeles Rollie, Gibson; .I. P. W. ' Bloomf ield,
pathy toward legislation beneficent to womanhood and child-too- drv
on New Years' Eve, it is announ Kamah; UarK JNoe, Uallup; Bernar.
I believe in the Republican party for its unalterable ced by
Harold H. Dolley, prohibition do Baca, Mentmore; W. G. Duffy, Gal
in
own
her
f
and
America
supreme, strong
strength,
edvocacy
enforcement director here-- . '
lup; Miles Coward, Gallup; Roscoe
to the world through her very individuality. I believe "There was too much Christmas Rogers, Gallup; John S. Torres,
t:!fal
said Dollev. "We did not re- son: 0. C. Lane, Allison: A. L. Moon.
tx tza Republican party, for its ideals and principles so conceiv- - ceive the
promised byiWingate; Martin Grijalba, Mentmore;
r 3 rtd inspired by Lincoln, urant, wcKiniey, nooseveit and cafe owners. So we will
see what W. A. Porter, Gibson; C. Sganzini,
s"er-v-

weather-tigh-

the barn the first floor Is open that
Is, there are no stalls or mangers In
the stable. Instead, ranged along the
in which there
sides are
Is a constant supply of hay or other
roughage, and feed boxes underneath
to hold the grain rations. Double doors
at both ends on each side permit the
cattle to come and" go at will, or they
may be closed to keep them Indoors
during the worst weather.
Overhead Is the mow floor wherein
the roughage, such as alfalfa or timothy hay, or chopped corn stalks are
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at tables if

conditions warrant

that." at the
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term, January,
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THE GALLUP KSaALP, SATURDAY.
INDIAN SHOOTS ANOTHER

JCHH B. McKINLEY

Christmas night at Ortega's store
ona Navajo shot another Navajo. The
illne.. with wounded Indian was brought to St.
Mary hospital and by examination it
was found that a bullet had pierced
out
broke
fire
ago
his bowels in a number of places.
f of the camp houses at the
and
Company mines,
Joined in helping to la If your property is worth having it
in
worth being protected by an insur-anc- e
her property, the exposure
cause of
policy written by this agency.
MBigat air was the
not "Do it now." Phone, call or write.
umnUfrpmichhe could
Chas. W .Davh Insurance Agency,
203 W. Coal Ave., Phone 243. Adv.
before his death he was
in hopes
.Iwtta&t Mary
'double pneu- DISTRICT COURT
Saving "hi a life, but
C0UW
n0thing
et
in"nd
had
him.
Judge Holloman and other court
bedonetove
-- i wrvices
were held at Gal-- i officials will be with us next week and
chapel the January special term of District
jrtakinsr Cpmpany
will convene January 5. Grand
after which the body ,cuurt will
Day,
convene on the 8th. and
-.
Socorro jury
Carthage,
4
to
'
cases set for the 10th.
. kttfiali accompanied by the jietit jury
oe one case on cnange oi
,inere win
from Rio Arriba county. This
s john B? UcXlfttay hid lived at venue,
is a murder case.
eW
years where he was
the Diamond Coal
RECEIVES SAD NEWS
of

UftvWVyfi

fff'week.
iAi
WcKinS

Tfew

ini.

ffied

Pefc

as

f

sup-WhS-

stwater '
Mrs. EUis Winders of
coenty eoinrftasioner, Mr. ceived word of the death
fill out

Galup

re-

of her sisappointed to
ffiley
Mrs. Jessie Hunt Smallwood,
ter,
he,
which
position
term,
d
and honor to which occurred at the home in Sacra
fiUed with efficiency
mento, Cal, on Tuesday, December
office.
the
to
Wmielf and
ID.
forty-tw- o
was
years
deceased
Smallwood was a resident of
The
a wife and . Mrs. for a number
atd at time of his death,
of years before
Gallup
a mother arid three sist- removing to California, and! many
jix children,
.
survive.
and friends of the
ers
hus- acquanitances
He was a devoted father and
family will learn with deep regret the
for
their
known
death of this most estimable lady.
band, the family being
R. P. Kelly of Winslow, a brother,
devotion to each other.
v
was with 'his sister when the end
The many friends extend
to the bereaved ones, in this came.
jheir saddest of all Christmas times.
Let the Manhattan Cafe suppl,
o-wants during the Holiday sea
Near Haviland ware, Ransome patt- your
son. Adv.
erns, beautiful designs. Edward Hart,
was

STun-expire-

HINES-GRIFFI-

CZZZilZZXti, UZi

N

Announcements are out telling of
the wedding of Mr Edward Hugh
Hines and Miss Margaret Mary Griffin, which occurred at Gallup, Decern-,be- r
23, 1922. Mr. Hines is a traveling salesman for the Morris Packing Company, headquarters in El
Paso, Texas. Miss Griffin has been
with the clerical force of the Gallup
American Coal Company for some
time, a young lady of education and

Coaching Girls'
Hockey Team

attainments.
El Paso, Te.vas, will be the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Hines, at home to
their friends on and after February
15, 1323.
The many

friends of the
extend best wishes and

ngs

of

the

newly-wed-

season.

r

s

greeti-

OLD TIMER'S VISIT
Col.

H.

A.

Pease,

once

l

Windatfaailtr

4v

I

a newspaper

man of Gallup, some 18 years ago,
now of Cumberland, Wis., was a visitor here this week, and was surprised to see how the town had grown
Col. Pease was so
and progressed.
impressed with what he can see in
the future prospects of Gallup that
he is considering returning here and
going into the printing game again.
After a visit here with old time
friends, he went on to San Diego,
California, where he will join his
mother for a visit with relatives and
friends in that section,

toniMiiiiiaiiiiiMM'i"

The cornerstone of a building is firm and
'
lasting. But the cornerstone of a Saving
Account in this bank a $1 bill --is" mere.'

itfj

than

that It not

only last,

it grows!

Lay The Cornerstone of Your

'.

,

sym-mth-

.

hardware. Adv.

12--t-

f.

Sr., has
Chas. Christman,
urned from San Diego, Cal.
W. R. Wylie

ret-

of the firm of Lebeck

Wylie spent the holidays in
buquerque with Mrs. Wylie.

Al-

Cafe is the popular
to eat. Service and satisfaction
and the public appreciate such. Adv.
The Manhattan

place

WEDDING
ANNOUNCEMENT

Mr. and Mrs. L. K. Heller and famiThe coming marriage of Miss Lillian Ruiz and Mr. Santos Ortega, two
ly have removed from Los Angeles
to Gallup. Mr. Heller's health is prominent people of Apache county,
wry much improved since, doming Arizona, set for January 17, next,
home.
will be attended by many prominent
people of Gallup, Holbrook, St. Johns,
Imported crockery. See our lovely Springerville and Concho. The wedhardEnglish designs. Edward Hart,
ding is to take place at Concho,
ware. Adv
Apache county, Arizona.
The bride is a daughter of Manuel
Manuel
Hiss Leota Ross ha3 returned to and Beneranda M. Ruiz,
her class at State College, Las Cruces. Ruiz is a son of Judge Alfred Ruiz of
The accomplished and very
Gallup.
FOR SALE: Day old chix, Golden pretty young lady was educated in
Buff, Brown and White Leghorns, the schools of Arizona, her native
Anconas, Black Minorcas, Buff
state.
Rhode Island Reds, Barred
The groom served his country dur-th- e
Rocks and Turkens.
Address: Enoch
world world in the U. S. Navy,
Crows, Seabright, Calif.
and was overseas. He is a son of
Don Tomas and Mrs. Dona Paulita
Make your Holiday a pleasure by
Ortega of Holbrook, Arizona. Srf.
eating at the Manhattan Cafe. Adv Ortega and his family are prominent
in social, and financial circles, Mr.
Mrs. C. A. Reynolds of Los Angeles
Ortega being a director of the Merii in the city visitnig her sister, Mrs. chants and Stock Growers Bank of
E. K. Errett.
Holbrook. He is also a large sheep
grower and raiser, the groom being
A complete dinner or
supper for 50 a business partner with his father.
cents, at The White Cafe. Adv.
The grandfather of the groom, Don
Santos Ortega, was a pioneer settler
J. C. Spears has returned from his nt rivnnn nnH thp fnmilv havn ever
visit with a brother, Robert Spears, been identified with the best inter
at Independence, Kansas.
ests of the state.
Both the bride and groom are na- Try our merchants' dinner or sup- fitroa rf Art7nnn prlnr.flt.pd in the
The schools of that state, and on account
per, 60 cnts, and a full meal.
White Cafe.-A- dv.
of the prominence or. ootn lamiues,
the coming wedding will be one of the
Judge R. C. Garrett is confined ereat events of the early 1923 calen
to his room with rheumatism.
'
dar.
. .
Holbrook is to be the home or. the
that
place being headquarters
.couple,
'for the business interests of the Or
tega family.
12-9--

2t

oi people
Gallup to Concho for the wedding.

win go irom

A number

WANTED Position by young lady
in office clerical
of experience
work. Call phone 117, or 222.
t.
Army Tent.
FOR SALE
Board Floors and sides. Walls six
feet, also stripped Chevolet, at 411
East Aztec Ave.
16-f-

A HAPPY AND PROS
PEROUS NEW YEAR
Let this be my wish to you, and let
me beg you to join the Boosters for
a better Gallup for 1923, a Gallup
we shall be proud of, and one to which
we shall be happy to invite our friends
to bring their families and settle.

Boosters for a clean town. Boosters
for the best administration in her history. Boosters for a real American
Boosters
town with clean politics.
for a moral reformation. Let the
immoral renegades and traffickers
reform or get out and take to the
woods where they belong, and save
Join the Booosters for
pur youth.
in
Dre- -

THE
BEDDOWi

BUICK

COMPANY

Extend the Best Wishes
Of the Season and
. .
nr:.L xor une
ana aii
"wu

l.

the
.IMnn. at lanot
and
sence of ladies and gentlemen,
Boosters lor turning
clean ' living.
over a new leaf and burning up the
old moiled one. Come on, let's try a
new life this year.
us aunaay ai me oaiwaj
,ewith
rhWn"id let us think together at
the morning hour on "Life's Highest
the
Aim for the New Year," and inMeaevening hour, on "The Truewill be
This
sure of Prosperity."
the last day in the Old Year and will
Best
give you a good start for the
.1

";.A Happy New Year

Life in the New.
Don't fail to be there.
welcome awaits you.
V. o. (jiarK,

A hearty

rasior

ADVANCED SPRING STYLES
Models In :

TAFFETA , SATIN

..

--

HAIRCLOTH

also-

-

Hemstitching and Picoting

Mail Orders Given Prompt Attention

Summers

,

,

Beautiful Combinations of Fruit and Flowers
We Will Continue to Carry a Full Line of
:
HAND-MAD- E
ARTICLES
k

Sisters, of St. Mary hospital
wish to thank the people of Gallup
and community for favors of the past
The

year, and especially for kind assisChristmas
tance towards
making
pleasant for our patients.
To the Kiwanis Club for sending
a bociuet to each of the patients, and
Hon. Thorwald Larson, county at- to others for remembering us with
torney of Navajo county, Arizona, packages forallour charity patients.
a Hanpy New Year,
is confined to St. Mary hospital of
Wishing
Gallup, after undergoing the removal and God s blessings, we are,
Sisters of St. Francis.
of his tonsils.

The only place to get a real 60 cents
meal is at The White Cafe.-A- dv.

millinery store

,

'

Here

Success Today

CARD OF THANKS

McKinley County Ban!x

H. Q. ARMPIELiD, pictured
is the English hockey star
who came to the United States

MISS

"THE OLD BANK"

girls' team
soon to visit the British Isles for a
series of matches with the best
hockey clubs of their own sex on
that side of the Atlantic.
to coach

the

Chicken salad sandwiches, hot ta
males,
chile, baked beans, and any
be
feel
Some time when you may
ing all out of sorts, kinder run down thing you may want for lunch, with
from overwork, and perhaps think- either coffee, tea, chocolate or milk,
ing that this old world isn't just serv- at the Candy Shop. Adv.
ing you right, drop in on Charles Iehl
some evening and listen to the big
Just received a new stock of lino
thines Koine on over the
The other evening the editor of The leum .inlaid and printed. The price
Gallup Herald was passing, arnf Mr. is right. Edward' Hart, hardware
Iehl said: "Come in here and put Adv.
vour ear to this.
A concert was on by the Fort Worth
The best bakery Roods on the mar
and we could
Texas,
hear just as well as though we had ket, such as family bread, French
been seated in the hall oi tne Mar pastry, pies, cakes, etc., is by the
Bon Ton Bakery and sold by the
Teleeram.
Then, Mr. Iehl cut in again and we Candy Shop. Adv.
o
were entertained by another concert,
this time in Davenport, Iowa.
STILL ON THE JOB
Just the evenincr before Mr. Iehl
heard Harry Chandler, editor of the
Officers VV. R. Jennings and C. C.
Los Angeles Times, deliver a lecture Poe are still on the job. that of mak
Good
Value
of
on "The
Citizenship," ing life as miserable as possible' fo.'
and Mr. Chandler was talking. before violators of the law, especially for
an audience in San Francisco. Jennings and Poe have
bootleggers.
This is a remarkable age. A sound
conclusively that the laws can
proven
on
is made and never dies, but goes
Mr. Jennings has been
be enforced.
and on through space, and these Ka appointed as a member of the pro
the
sound
waves
take up
hibition force ana may remain in tnis
and put them in our ears just as section for some time.
It is very
ear
we
drums
had
plainly as though
much desired that Mr. Poe be appointthat fit around the eartn.
ed to the same force so that Mr. Jen
nings will have good and taithiul
help. The Gallup Herald has request
PLAIN
MAKE
RAISINS
ed that both men, Jennings and Poe,
be stationed at Gallup.
They know
eo after law viola
DISHES ATTRACTIVE exactly how to how
to get what they
tors, and know
go after. Other people of this com
munity should take an interest in tnis
Becoming More Popular in A- matter and request the proper authorities to have both Jennings and
lmost Every Home.
Poe to remain in Gallup for some
months, if not for the year. There
are a number of gambling places in
PrediSugar Content la Practically
Gallup and community that need
cleannig up, and the houses should be
gestsd and l Favored for Buildlocked up, as the law directs. Jennivor
ing Up Exhausted Energy-Flangs and Poe can make this com
Is Delicious.
place if
munity a very
they will, and they win u given a
Because of their valuable
chance.
delicious flavor and economy,
rulslns are becoming more and more
Tall fnr nnvthinir vnu mflV Want
adpopular in most every home. The
for lunch at the Candy Shop, the best
foods
dition of raisins to every-dato be had. Adv.
makes them niose tasty, and of
greater health benefit.
Muny housewives have discovered,
PORCH
too, that by flavoring with raisins tliey
cun popularize bread In their homes.
The luscious sauce formed from the
are
sugar of the raisins when they
HOUSE
baked In a loaf of bread, permeates
the dougli with a rich raisin flavor.
The sugar, In practically predlgested
form In raisins, is quickly turned into
Design Is Fine Example of What
renewed vitality. When you are overCan Be Accomplished.
worked and tired, It is because you
have exhausted your energy. Then
and a
you need energizing nutriment,
EXPENSIVE
NOT
TO BUILD
food like raisins, rich In sugar, will
often revitalize you.
In raisins,
Organic Iron, so plentiful
Touehea Turn What Would B
Slmpl
makes red blood. The blood assimidiUnsightly Model Into Home Both
lates It readily and none of thebuild'
For
taxed.
Attractive and Artlrtlc Has
gestive organs are
energy,
and
strength
Eight Rooms.
ing up enduring
there is probably no food combining
By WILLIAM A RADFORD
this function with such a delicious
Mr. William
A. Radford will answer
flavor as raisins.
serve
questions and glv advice J'HEt) OF
Many Plain foods that you
COST on all subjects pertaining to till
more attractive
regularly cun be made
subject of building, for the readers of tills
to every member of your household, paper. On account of his wide experlenct
as Editor, Author and Manufacturer, he
and more beneficial In a' lieulthful
Is espeIs, without doubt, Lhe highest authority
wuv, bv adding raisins. This
on
these subjects.1 Address all Inquiries
weather, when to all
William A. Hadford, No. 18H fralrlt
cially true In warm
of
much
so
the excessive heat saps broad Its avenue, Chicago, 111., and only Indus
raisin
stamp for reply.
your energy. Try
and its ability
popularity in your home
The
house,
the
to replenish tired people toward
twice ns long at It wus wide,
usually
you.
will
surprise
end of a warm day
sitting broadside lo the street, wns not
a
home.
Its
prepossessing
PILLOWS
roof with giihlcs at either end,
TO CLEAN FEATHER
iiiul lis plainness set off with a sum 11
and
In
Boiler
porch made such a house merely a
Water
Hot
In
Placed.
not a real home.
pluee of habitation
A.lowed to Remain Two Hour
J
i'liere were thousands of such houses
Is Good Plan.
In J he United States, neither city, nor
have about
town, nor country exempt from what
. TO Clean feather pillows
s
wiitcr in the might be termed a
of
boiling
Inches
four
Vet there was a very good
powfour
atrocity.
baking
Place
boiler.
wash
In reason for such houses economy in
der cans at equal distances apart
;
..
pillows construction cost.
the boiler. I'lace twothesmall
cans. Cover,
Economy today Is, perhapa, as ea- or one large one on
hot enough
S"iulul to the. home builder as It was
the boiler. Keep the water
whwi the prevailing style of architecP"
home.
two
to .team
ture was that which baa been de
place
shady
a
la
Wey, like new.
and hang
scribed. Home builders want good
until dry. They wM be

20 lba. FAMILY WASH
For $1.25

RADIO CONCERTS

We Wash, Rinse, Blue, Wring and Return to You Damp the
Entire Family Wash

Kadio-phon-

Laundry
Gallup Steam16S.
PHONE

Star-Telegra-

t,

y

T

DDI r

WORLD'S GREATEST BIBLE
FILMS SUNDAY NIGHT

For years those who have followed
the ordinary run of motion picture
film have sighed for pictures that
would adequately portray the great
events and themes of the Bible. Finally a large California company has
been formed with immense capital,
who have undertaken to depict t the
great stirring episodes of the Bible. As
yet but a part of this monn mental
work has been accomplished, but the
first two reels will be shown next
Sunday night at 7:30 p. m. at the
"Worth While" Services of the Congregational Church in Christ.
Much study has been given to the
Prof. Edgar James
undertaking.
Banks, head or tne exploration committee of the University of Chicago,
has worked out the details.' But a
very unique feature of the films is
the fact that while the technique and
tlio filnm nr (if the VerV
in
finest, the names of the directors and
players do not appear on the mm oi
advertising. It is a further proof that
the work is one ot love ana aevouon
and not for material gain.
The reels Sunday night will show
the tremendously dramatic miracles
hv tha Snnreme Be inn in
.,,n-V.- t
making the world and the various
forms of life. Then toiiows tne unwinding of the world's greatest human
r,,ontfull nf life, love and suf
fering. It's realism grips you; its
story thrills you, its powers awes
and inspires you.
Monv nt tha unldd'n (Treat Questions
find light in the film. What is the
woman maimorigin ot tnings I nas
ed in the past two thousand years?
Hmv w a man found out? Was life
and love always the same as it is
today 7 And many otner questions win
be

S

H .0 E

TALK
-In.

-"

the

Bit."''
r

.

Winter Season L
important Shot
the Whole Year, because
it is the "time of the year"
when colds and pneumonia are much more prevalent than at any other season.
Don't Neglect Your
Feet- - Keep them warm
and comfortable. Have
your Shoes Repaired by an
y.

1

C--

rr

EXPERT SHOE
REPAIRER

CITY ELECTRIC
SHOE SHOP
F. A. MAZZA, Proa.

answered.

Thia la stHctlv a first run oic- ture for Gallup as it has never been
shown in the city before.
If you believe in tne mnie; oeueve
nnvar and know- ft,at
lnflnonp0.
IVU
IIIRV
Hll.HV.I.v, j.
ledge should be increased, be sure to
be present next Sunday night. There
will be special music and Dr. Stark
will alva a Dflrninn in keeninir with
the theme of the film. The general
public is cordially invitea to oe present and renew their knowledge of
the Bible.
it--

..

Only tha largest act bast ooo
panies are represented by this
y
assuring you or prompt and satl'ii-torsettlement In cast of loss. ( ' W
W. Davis Insurance Agency. I

arT

248.

Adv.

New shipment of Congotoum Bvbeautiful patterns. See them on f
Edward Hart, hardware.

"Listening In" on President
Address to Conftrec3

f

9

two-ce- nt

two-stor- y

steep-pltt'h-

f'K

.

horae-bulldin-

t;

Oratress. "1IJIs'.lrcs ware
out tha country. Tirt IT
radio tsM. "UstaaiBf ia."

'

u-r- u

-,

r.
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In the Third

'

'!

pound in
-'
Cl2c fancy advercou- -j
prersiums,
; xz?Z frai
just a
ci
powder
Wring
It never iulst
--

xl
JllrJjr.
KCJZ

tx

Cook Book

Chemical Works
n.rrJ
Caatt. Louis,
111.
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County Commissioners
JUSUce ox me reace ana
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C
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to call an elee- a von la Die in

j I...JXU

fi il I v tf
A. D. I'll
1
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1

ta

1

tv.- ft
f
-

1

Round
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Board of County Commissioners of McKinley
liadeo in special session on this the eleventh day
hereby designate Monday the eighth day of Janu-.- 1
of said election, the polls to open at Nine
t hoMing
L'Ji P. M. and at that election all ,qualif ied voters will
their choke of the above officers of their respective
--

By MORRIS SCHULTZ
nlllMIIUIIillllUllllllillUllllltlllllllllllll!?.
Ctnr.Ut. i.i. Wwtra Nepper Union..
"In the ihird round, don't fergit,
"Go in
kid," iJurnc)- had whisiered,
for 11 j'nu're worth, aud bc'U go easy
with you. Then lu the third you it
it on Uie jaw and goes down see?"
Abe nodded. The principals faced
each other in the ring. Lofsky, t.'ie
cliauipion, grinned it Abe and tapind
him lightly ou the cheek. They sparred
and broke away.
Abe us dimly conscious of the vast
concourse of spectators. It was the
great event toward which he had been
working for five years past his ambition, the .welterweight championship.
It had been difficult to find a big man
willing to meet him. Ue bad fought
his way up from the bottom, and be
bad had tough luck.
And now, at the last, the thing that
be bad looked forward to so long bad
become bis infamy. Abe bad always
fought straight. He was the logical
man to meet Lofsky. but Lofsky bad
refused to meet bun. And Abe's young
wife and the buby were pining in an
East Side tenement.
Then temptation had come In the
form of Barney. Lofsky would meet
him for the purse of nine thousand
dollars, if he would take two thousand
and a knockout,
He
Abe had refused scornfully.
knew that he was a fuir mutch against
Lofsky. But tbings at home were
going worse, and liiuuie was threatIn the end
ened with tuberculosis.
Abe yielded.
"It ain't as if it was your finish,
"Nokid," Harney had said to him.
body expects you to beat Lofsky, and
no one will know. You'll git your
chance again some day."
That wns the uudervtuuding under
which they met.
Abe rushed in, pummelling Lofsky
fiercely about the body. Lofsky parried and guarded, returning un occasional blow which lacked all of
At first Abe thought
sleaui.
Lol'sky was mindful of the comi-act- ;
but then be realized that the big man
had not trained for the fight. He was
beefy, puffy, with too much stomach

D2CEMSSR 30. 1822

s5Tl basket very useful
Real
Receptacle Will Be Found
venience In Bathroom for
Various Articles. '

Con-

A small basket with a tall handle
be
over which a scrubbing cloth can
can of
a
contain
to
may
dry
bung
brush for
couring powder and a
small bottle
cleaning the bathtub. A
of kerosene may be added by those
who have tried this easy and siinltary
cleanser. Kerosene cleans like magic,
without hard rubbing, and quickly
there
evaporates. In most bathrooms
basket
a
such
where
corner
little
a
Is
can be set on the floor, and It will
real convenience for all
be found
concerned. Good Housekeeping.

Fish Balls.

Corn-Me-

I
1

cold corn

cupfuls
meal rouh.
cupful ihredded
codfish.

1

1

tablwpoonful
ter.

but- -

Pick over the codfish and sonk it to
Combine
remove salt, if necessary.
the ingredients and drop by spoonfuls
into hot fnt. Drain on clean, porous
paper. These codfish balls compare
very favorably In tnste with those
made with potato and are prepared
more easily ond quickly. The mush
must be as dry as possible.

.

tJlemiag are appointed judges

V

r.

PRECINCT ONE
Voting Place
Pool Hall

zlx

A.

of election:

MENTMORE
Books To
H. A. Manda

1.1 i- -a
J. Valennla
PRECINCT TWO GIBSON
Justice of the Peace Office

Montes
Jta
J. C. Alexander

rtan

i

PRECINCT THREE GALLUP
Baptist Church

P. IT. Oiejo
Tl C Inett

J. P.

PRECINCT FOUR GALLUP
Room 7, Court House

Geo. Eight

Jones

Lrl-- xr

A. I J'oon
L A. Urk

J. C

PRECINCT SIX WINGATE
Box Car Wingate

'

Lof-sky-

A. L. Moon

Andrfe

PRECINCT SEVEN THOREAU
Mrs. Dan Rangel's Residence

t C

Eafth
1 Junker

r

P. N. Griego

VUal

I 1;. Crry
;

John Dean

PRECINCT
-- "Iano Locero

EIGHT-GU-

L. C. Smith

AM

Emiliano Lucero

School House

Aura

over his belt.
And then Abe saw that bis chance
had come. Lofsky had not trained,
and be was trained to the ounce. Victory was within bis reach, with seven
Us thare
thousand Instead of two

u

JUDGE
AN UNREASONABLE
the
asked
Magis"Well, my man,"
trate, "what have you got to say for
yourself?"
"Don't be 'ard on a poor man, Your
Honor. The wife and kids is starvin'
or I wouldn't 'ave stole that leg o
mutton. Hadn't 'ad nothin' to eat
for three days, they 'adn't."
"Rut the nolieeman tells me that
you keep three dogs. A man who
can do that can't be starving," returned the Magistrate.
"Oh, well, gov'nor," replied the
goprisoner, "if you expect asnowe're
more to
ing' to eat dogs, I ain't
say. What's the sentence? Yer might
as well put me out of my anxiety."
Houston Post.

HERALD

'

FDR

rev-end- ?"

niiinirr

ADVERTISING HATES, i
8 point typt lint.
P
It
word ptr line tZk
Counting
Mmpnnjr order, and bt etrtftl
insertion! wanted.

,

FOR

RENT:-Ga- rag.

10

fice86'

"D G'"

j

77w

Es

KNEW BETT22

-- A

Judge (impaneling Wry)r
formed or expresses aai o'

'

,

.

for five years, yjsur honor,
i
en't expressed an opinion darfci
time.

.

Army Denist-.M- y
Man,
have to pay, for your wi kV
army.
f
Buck Aw, J ain't gonna
countm' my money beforel kC
. rr.gas. Judge.'

'

pay-ju-

A

......

Salt and vinegar will remove stains
from teacups.
A wooden potato masher is an excellent utensil for creaming butter and
sugar.

White of egg applied to a burn will
exclude the air and prevent inflammation.
To remove the odor of onions pour
a little vinegar into the frying pan
while it is still hot.

If fS'

F

pickles
vinegar

'

1

Keep the hanging plants fresh and
moist by putting a small funnel in the
basket and filling it with water every
morning.

I
1

i

1

mm

If It Is found necessary to keep a
large piece of cheese for a length of
time, try pouring melted paraffin over
the cut surface.

the proceeds.
Drop in at the Manhattan Cafe for
lie could redeem himself and fight a cup of good coffee. Adv.
fair, as he bad always done, In confidence of victory, and bo avoid the
worst offense known to the prize ring.
On the other hand, if he tricked
Lofsky and his manager, would he not
be guilty of an offense equally had!
The dilemma was a hideous one, and
there seemed no way to escape dis
o"f

PRECINCT NINE
Church

H A. Clause

H. A. Clauson

TREClNCT TEN-Z- UNI
Vanderwagen's Store

a rrylint:

1

RAMAH

Rev. H.

Frying

j
PRECINCT ELEVEN REHOBOTH
Rehoboth Mission

J. W. Brink

J.

W. Brink

Taanie Vanderwall
CUa. Frederick
PRECINCT TWELVE NAVAJO
Navajo Mine Office

r7

Coon
Garcia
Ljenio
J). Anaya

PRECINCT THIRTEEN
Tohatchi School

t!ark Bouma

,

C H. Hawkins

XtIL

-

'
'

TOHATCHI

Mark Bouma

.

Ctch Mnllarkey

,

PRECINCT FOURTEEN CROWN POINT
Crumm'e Store

7eob Bolt

Coon

Ray

Jacob Bolt

Smith

A,

Ganoway

-

RANCH
PRECINCT FIFTEEN
School House.
Pafael Pena
efnfio Barela

fLarfarito

A DE LA

JUENTA
Rafael Pena

Romero

PRECINCT SIXTEEN PAGE
John Balok
Annie Welborn
Robert Berry '

School House

John Balok

PRECINCT SEVENTEEN
Mine Office

W. P. Benham

ALLISON
W. P. Benham

:

Mariano Sanchei
Pat Sloan

PRECINCT EIGHTEEN McGAFFEY'S
Doctor's Office, Hospital

J. C Webster

"bfno Gallegos

J.

Webster

C.

V. H. SUmbaugh
PRECINCT NINETEENR. L. Camutte
Am ado Otero
J. M. Vkkers

J. II. WHte
1.

C--

C. C. Cousins

Anroree

of

-

n.

F.A

i

PRECINCT TWENTY-ON- E
Danoff'a Store

PINTO
M.

J.

Glied

da

FSSCINCT

tf Tta

TWENTY-TW-

-

NEW NO. 8 CAMP
,
D. W. Roberts

O

Mine Office

--T-i

CULal

PRECINCT

COAL BASIN

TWENTY-THRE- E

Mine Office

J.

Sirnea
Board of County Commissioners,
W. H. MORRIS,
By
Chairman.
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Business

Women Making Garments.

Trade with the

honor.
And suddenly

he saw red. Ue would
beat Lofsky at any rate, if be could.
Pie sprung in and dealt him a blow
him.
upon the Jaw that staggered
After that he fought furiously, stand
ing up under a n,!n of punches. He
heard Lofsky grtrat, he saw the look
of surprise come Into his face.
Th round ended amid tumultuous
applause. Abe hardly heard the whis
When
pered advice of his seconds.
the next round began be rushed at
Lofsky and began driving him ail
around the ring. A fearful stomach
blow momentarily crippled him; then
he had sent out bis left, and Lofsky
had reeled and fallen.
The spectators were growing frantic.
Was this another David? There was
an ugly look on Lnfsky's face as he
rose and met Abe's showering blows.
There was a clinch. Then Lofsky got
home on Abe s stomach and cheek, two
ifaggerlng punches that evened things,
Abe grew cool. He had been rushing
It too hard. He guarded for the re
mainder of the second round.
The third round the men faced one
another. Lofsky was sneering. There
was a cut over his eye, und his nose
was bleeding. There was a look of
uncertainty In bis eyes. Abe resolved
to put forth all his might in this round,
the one in which he was booked to go
He rushed. He beat down
down.
Lnfsky's guard.' And men
Ue opened his eyes. His second was
stooping over him, sponging his face.
What's the mntter?" he mumbled.
'Did he get met"
"Got you in the middle of the round,
kid. Oee, an ox couldn't have stood
up again.t a punch like that of
Sny, you sure put up a better
fight than was expected 1"
As he stnggered to his corner Lofsky
came up and shook hands. "Gee, kid,
you certainly bnd me guessing," he
"I thought for sure you'd
remarked.
d
me, till you let down
your guard, or 1 wouldn't have struck
so hard."
There was a great
Abe smiled.
pence In bis heart. He had been
beaten fairly and fate had ordained
that he was to keep his pact. He
would fight fair in future. And Lofsky
would have to meet him again. He
most be ready next time for that
punch of Lofsky'a.
'ir t
Colorful RMdlng.
Not long ago, writes a contributor,
while my nephew was consulting the
librarian at the Fresno city library,
small boy entered with a book that hit
mother wished exchanged. But, since
she had neglected to send a list of
books to choose from, the librarian
was somewhat at n loss to know what
book to send, finally she asked:
"Hit year mother read Frerklesr
"No.
ma'am,' replied the boy;
"they're brown," Tooth's Companion.
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Will H. Hays, of. the "movies" says
there are too many of "thou shalt
net's" in boaineas. We haven
that the tea ia the Decalogue
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CUTTING DOWN CLOTHES BILL BY
ELIMINATING ITEMS OF EXPENSE

ik House

The vinegar from home-mad- e
Is more tasty than ordinary
for making salad dressing.
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RUINED BY HIS BRIDE
Booth Tarkington was praising col
ored people.
"They have a hard time of it" he
said. "Yet they never sour. They are
in fact, a delightful race.
"I know a minister who married a
young colored couple.
" 'How much Ah owes you,
the bridegroom asked at the
end.
ceremony's
44
'Oh,' said the minister, 'pay me
whatever it's worth to you.
"The young fellow looked hit bride
over from head to foot with adoring
eyes. Then he turned to the minister
and said:
" 4You's ruined me fo' life, revend
Pittsburg Sun.
you suah has.'
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When Trouble

Looting In on Congress From i
the House Gallery
1

.

IMPROVED

Comes

1

ROADS

OF THE YELLOW CUR BREED
How a draft dortour mvaala hla rail,
ber when he seeks protection from the
government that be would not pro-icvi. ooston neraia.
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la The Dtrlct Court. Ktliilzj
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Connty, New llizl
Child fourteen months of age is re4
'
as
ported
six
aiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiirijl
speaking
languages, State of New Mexico,
GREAT SYSTEM OF HIGHWAYS inouun we sea nomine nnurkah a in
Copyright, 1MJ, Western Newspaper Colon.
Plaintiff
that.
, Most any
child
of
that age
WHAT THE HOUSE IS LIKE
Sawyer was ruined. The combine
all
as
speaks
well
Pronei-tas any Delinquent
and Persona
languages
that he had hoped to smash had Scheme Being Worktd Out by Federal one.
.4knm An
rmsourg uasetie-nmeand State Authorities to 8urpats
smashed hliu beyond repair, lie had
Roll
ment
for Year 1921 and All '
Other Countries.
hung up the telephone In his office
Is
"Intelligence tests" would undoubt- Owners and Persons Having Any
Br CONGRESSMAN GUY U. HARDY
for the last time.
if a little intelligence Estate, Right, Title or Interest
edly be all
(Prepared by the United Statu Department were used right
in making them. Boston Therein, Defendants.
Mechanically be put on bis hat and
of Agriculture.)
Summons
.
A system of highways that will serve Transcript.
went out, Everybody knew. The clerks
Copyright, IIU, Wutern Newspaper Union.
To The Above Described Defendant!:
and
the
whole
had
will
and
sube
typlsta
received
their two
fur
country
You are hereby notified that then
i w ft by 1 heard a sWry those In charge of the time may feel weeks' pay iu advance, with
.; fh
LEGAL PUBLICATIONS.
notice. perior to uny other In the world Is
bas been filed in the above entitiai
- three Wino men wuu who wcu that they have none at their disposal There was
a subtle chance in their being mapped out by federal and state
or for some reason do not wish to
court, a complaint against the pr
demeanor. They no longer beut over engineers. It Is estimated that the sysperty appearing therein, to adjuO
NOTICE
phant. They were yield the gentleman time. The gentlecaie anu iorecioae ine lien ox tne stats
STATE ENGINEER'S OFFICE
led up to the niu- man with a grievance may conclude tneir work when Sawyer passed. They tem will comprise 180,000 miles of
,
were gossiping insolently about him. roud. The federal hlghwoy act recentthereon for taxes, and to sell t!
Number of Application 1506
ial and each felt that he will block the business of the
same at judicial sale, and
The office boy forgot to open the door, ly enacted specifically requires that all
suit
Fe.
M..
Santa
N.
for
a
house
first
ha
time
(he
part
by causing a roll
December 15. 1922. personam against all persona whotf
Why should he? He was no longer In j federal aid be spent on a connected
names
caiQ la contact call. I have seen a member state Sawyer's
therein
who
and
Notice is hereby eiven that on the
appear
system of highways consisting of not
employment,
with and went frankly on the floor that If he canpersonally served with a copy of tuii
The negro elevator boy grinned at more than T per cent of the rond mile 15th day of December, 1922, in ac- summons.
awaikln describ not get the time desired he will feel
cordance with Section 26, Chapter 49,
Sawyer when he took him down. Saw- age In each state, and that this system
Laws of 1907, H. J. Haver-kamp- f, Your are further notified that up
ing It art er ward it hla duty to raise the question of a
was
shall
consist of Interstate or primary Irrigation
yer
finished.
was
There
blind
Some
probthe
times the gentleman
of Grants. County of Valen less you file with the clerk of sail
quorum.
on o
mea said that an In control of the time will give ln and ably no last tip ln Sawyer's pocket mads and Intercounty or secondary cia, State of New Mexico, made for- court, on or before th 25th dav a
for him. There wasn't Sawyer
mal application to the State Engineer January, 1923, your answer, in writpassed roads.
elephant waa like yield the time desired, and sometimes
he will call the other gentleman's bluff. out into the halt
Proposed systems have been re- oi new Mexico lor a permit to appro- ing, setting forth any defense yoa
a rope, he
His eyes lit np as a beautiful, fashi- ceived by the bureau of public roads priate the Public Waters of the State may have to the taxes or any pari
These Incidents do not occur very
thereof appearing against your prodressed lady came toward him. of the United States Department of of New Mexico ,
onably
often.
another .said it
Such appropriation is to be made perty or person, a judgment by deThis
was
Miss
a
from
Eaton
all
hut eight states. from Bluewater Creek at a
Once in a while a little filibuster la
very intimate Agriculture
fault will be entered against your propoint
palm leaf fan, lie resorted to by the minority or by an friend, perhaps his most intimate. They are plotted on a large map of the wnence the NW Cor. Sec. 82, T. 12 perty for the taxes appearing against
member who wants to There was a strange look on her face. United States and carefully examined N. of R. 10 W., N. M". P. M. bears N. it, with interest, penalties and costs
fcrtruj felt lt ear; and the third said obstreperous
"What's this I hear about you, Jim?"
54 degrees W., 729 Ft. dint., being in of suit, the lien of the stats
of some special
it (Id not resemble either but was a force consideration
the NWV4NW14 of said Sec. 32, by foreclosed and adjudicated and yoor
matter. Then the roll calls come thick she asked.
Ml flat object something like a stone
means of concrete diversion dam and property sold to satisfy such judg
"It's true, whatever you've heard,
nil covered with a leathery skin and fast. One day the committee on
three hundred acre feet is to be con- ment, and if you are personally servHelen," Sawyer answered. "I'm blown
vttk some bair on It. Each was speak- - rules tried to get a rule adopted, givto SEV Sec. 32, T. 12 N of ed with a copy of this summons a
veyed
finished."
up,
of
view
ana
own
hours
his
four
cerfor
debate
on
ing
a
point
taf from
R. 10 W. N. M. P. M. by means of judgment by default will be entered
She
stared
htm
at
The
seen
tain
had
or
be
of
bill.
what
incredulously.
tdliof only
minority took a notion
main canal and laterals and there against your person, which may be
"And what are you going to do about
to block the game and It took a
nthar
ntber felt
used for irrigation of the above des enforced in the same manner
day me?"
she asked.
cribed 100 acres and domestic pur judgments in action at law.
It Ii that way with many things In and a half of roll calls to get the
i
C. M. ROUSE,
Sawyer drew her into an alcove,
Itf, We see only a very small part, rule passed.
poses.
(1439)
Clerk
of
County
from
or
away
bills
seen
we
we
Some
think
association
are
that
person,
Any
firm,
prying eyes. "Listen,
that,
lit baring
passed by the majorCounty.
corporation deeming that the grant- First Piik Tin. McKinley
OO
in competent to judge, describe and ity of those present without a roll call. Helen, I've five thousand left," he
looo
the
of
aoolication would be
above
ing
said.
"I
But any member can always demand
might raise five thousand
criticise,
Pub.
Last
Dec.
30, 1922.
truly detrimental to their rights in
two In the gallery a quorum and If a quorum Is not more. Will you come away with me
An hour or
the water of said stream system shall
to that little paradise of an Isle we've
would certainly
give one a very lop present a roll call on the bill autoNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
file a complete statement of their
.'.('.
spoken of?"
Wtd view or congress. let many matically follows. And even If a quoobjections substantiated by affidavits Department of the Interior, U. S.
on
rum
Miss Eaton tossed her head confor a few moments and
U present, twenty per cent of
cone, look
witn tne btate Engineer and serve a Land Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico, December 1, 1922.
copy on applicant on or before the
fj sway to tell of congress as they those present can always demand and temptuously. "Well, I guess not !" she
Notice is hereby given that Andrew
12th day of March. 1923. the date set
ttft wen It, a good deal as the blind secure a roll call on any proposition. answered. "No love ln a tropical cotfor the Engineer to take this appli Vanderwagon, of Zuni, N. M.. who.
Too Much Talking, of Course.
tage for mine, thanks!"
M told of the elephant and with
cation up lor iinai consideration un- on May 12, 1917, made Addl. HomeThere is much unnecessary talking
full; a much accuracy.
And Sawyer quailed before her conAn Improved Michigan Highway.
less protested In case of Protested stead entry No. 024589, for EttSWK:
In the house. Nobody realizes that so
If yon were a casual caller In the
tempt. This struck him more bitterly
all parties will be given NWKSEK and NENEVA, Section
as to
much as those who have to be present
with the roans of aapplications
gallery you might find the house full
thun anything ln the world.
reasonable length of time in which 22, Township 11 N., Range 19 W.. N.
states
secto
and
service
all
adjacent
(embers, or only half full, or even and listen to inueli of it. The same
"What are you going to do for me?"
to submit their evidence in detail or M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intions of the country.
wits only a few dozen present.
You thing la true wherever men and women
Where coordi- arrange a date convenient for a hear tention to make three year proof, to
Miss Eaton continued. "How's oiy al
nation Is not satisfactory conferences ing or appoint a referee satisfactory establish claim to the land above desnight find It doing routine business
where
congregate especially
they lowance going on?"
uA as quiet and placid as a summer
are held with all Interested state high: to all to take testimony
meet to consider nmtters of public
Appearance cribed, before U. S. Commissioner, at
Sawyer turned on her fiercely. "It
is not necessary unless advised offi Gallup, McKinley Co., N. Mex., on the
vay officials and routes adjusted.
ola; or excited to fever heat by a concern. As a reporter I have silt up Isn't!" lie answered. "You've swallby letter from the State Engi 13th day of February, 1923.
artisan discussion between
party past midnight listening to rumbling, owed every penny of mine you're goMany states have already adjusted cially
neer
Claimant names as witnesses:
In
a
or
storm
of
over
toStn,
over
some
trivial
difficult problems with their neighbors.
unnecessary talk
agitation
r
W. H. Morris and Con Gonsales, of
CHAS. A. MAY,
ing to have."
I (Mstion of personal privilege or the matter at a small town council meetAs an example the system sent In
by
New Mexico, and Charlie
She begun pleading, threatening.
State
(1438)
Gallup,
Engineer.
snrelse of personal rights. The house ing where only eight or nine members
Nebraska showed a big gap In an Im- First Pub. Dec. 23, 1922.
Axin and Edward Vanderwagon, of
Sawyer cast her off with contempt
an Its varying moods, as human
had to agree on a policy.
Pub.
road
N.
bounLast
1922.
Dec.
M.
30,
Zuni,
along the northern
She flung a vicious phrase at him and portant
have. Sometimes it works along
Some freedom must be given to
A. M. BERGERE, Register.
dary. It was learned, however, that
pnssed out of the building.
doing business rapidly and as smooththose who want to talk. Some oppor(1412)
tfouth Dakota would follow with a
NOTICE
FOR PUBLICATION
Sawyer went to the telephone booth
ly is clock work.
And sometimes tunity must be given for all sides to be
ystem that would fit like pictures on Department of the Interior, U. S. First Pub. Dec. 23. 1922.
nnd called up his wife's lawyers, "Tell
ewrthlng seems to be on edge and heard, It requires consideration and Mrs.
blocks.
Since
the
umce
federal
toy
at aanta r e, Mew Mexico, Last Pub. Jan. 20, 1923.
highway uina
Sawyer that her suit will not be act of
fwybody on his nerves, when one explanation and talk sometimes to get
December
last November became a law,
1, 1922.
IN THB DISTRICT COURT WITHIN
he said. "This Is James
T
(Kid
Notice is hereby given that Robert rOR
hardly get an amendment many minds to look at the subject in contested,"
TRR COUNTY OF McKINLIT AN
only roads certain to be on the system
Sawyer speaking."
T.
ttnwfh to dot an "1" or cross a "t" the 8a me way.
of
N.
on
STATE Or NEW MEXICO
M., who,
Cox,
Raman,
have been approved for construction.
.
He went home to his lonely apart
Without a fight and a roll call.
Nov. 19, 1917 and January IT, 1921, The Gallup Bute Bank,
There is too much unnecessary talk
"
,
made Homestead entries, Nos. 034272 corporation, Plaintiff.
V-.-.
$ Cannot Always Be on the Floor.
in the house, but I do not see how it ment, It was three months since his
v,
,
' Members need not sit on the floor could be eliminated. Who Is to say wife hud found out about Miss Eaton MUCH LOWER BIDS ARE MADE and 035771, for
vi.
No. IMS,
SENEK;
Curio Company, eoniUtin at
NEHSEK and Lots 3, 4, StoNVW; Navajo
and left him. But Miss Katon was
IP the time. They have much to do what talk may be made and what talk
Paul Kley, and J, D. Kilborn,
10
Section
SWVi,
4,
N.,
Township
besides. Much of the business of con- - shall not be made?
doing bualnaaa under tl
Who is so wise only the last of a long series of loves. According to Reports to Bureau of Range 15
West, N. M. P. Meridian, atyla and firm name of the Navajo
Sawyer sat down and begau thlukiag.
;
fnsj Is transacted in the committees,
Public Roads Prices Will Bs
that he may be set up as a censor?
has filed notice of intention to make Curio Comoanv: and Paul KUv, Hd
He had been married eighteen years.
and Henry Oodn.
ttl major committees are composed
three-yea- r
It Is not so bad In the house as In
to establish claim J. O. Kilborn.
Qreatly Reduced.
Proof,
Defendant!.
tf from 21 to 35 members each. Some the senate. In the senate there is no At first he and Marian had loved euch
to the land above described, before U.
NOTICE OF BALI
Notice It Hereby Given, that h vlvtii
ff the committee meetings are as
limit on debate. In the house debate other, but that was when he was a
KaHy bids for the construction of S. Commissioner, at Ramnh. McKin order
of
the
court dated the 6th
of Da.
clerk and they had a federnl-aland formal as the meeting of a is always limited, usually to one or fifteen-dollroads Indicate that prices ley Co., N. M., on the 13th day of wmwr, ivc, in uie aoove entitledday
and aaaa
bered
three-rootits senate and with about
is a auit or action for Ifca
which
eaute
Those
reoruary, lyza.
apartment uptown.
during the coming season will be mateequal two hours, occasionally to four hours,
foreclosure of that certain chattel mortcaaa.
Claimant names as witnesses:
xnbershlp.
Committees
and perhups twice In recent years to days seemed very fair to look buck rially lower than lust season, accordare
by the above named defendants as)
A. G. Sawyer, Frank Nicolls, Arza executed
to the above named - plalntlflL
nwrtKaitora,
upon now. He had been happier with ing to reports received by the burenu
meeting while the house Is in 12 hours on very Important measures.
an mortgagee, bearing
A.
and
T.
of
Nicolls,
all
date the 28th dar
Merrill,
tsrton.
beThere is also much office
of
Iter
there
than
at
time
Is
for
roads
afterward
criticised
the
any
often
United
of
of February, 1820, and for the Mtabltabasaaa)
States Kamun, n. m.
public
Congress
and
ori to be done and members take
foreclosure
the
In
of
lived
lien
course
when
of the plaiatitsV
In
Of
While
they
luxury. They had Department of Agriculture.
doing business.
A. M. BERGERE, Register,
ing slow
upon the personal property covered and
of every lull In proceedings It Is slow. It Is made up of human be- been so fond of Tom, their only child bids have not been received on nny
in said chattel mortgage, and for the
(1411)
Mtch up with their office work. ings of many minds. They come from
Tom who had turned out bad and large volume of work, there Is, howappointment of a Receiver to take into aaa
First Pub. Dec. 23, 1922.
possession
immediately all of the personal
MSW Is always
ever, enough to Indicate a lower level Last Pub. Jan. 20, 1923.
work all parts of a great country stretchdisappeared years before.
departmental
property covered by said chattel mortgeaav
be taken care
Pacific.
of
and
to
to
the
bethe
the
bond
bad
but
That
severed
as
Atlantic
members
last
inventory, Insure and advertise sata
of,
prices.
ing from
sell the same as may be provided by law ar
rule do not go down town In the
The representatives represent peoples tween them. Sawyer had been surGrading has been bid at 20, 23V4 and
NOTICE
FOR PUBLICATION
further order of said court for the satav
rarnoon when the house is in ses-faction of tha Judgment heretofore rendered
and communities as diversified and as prised when Marian left him. He had 30 cents a cubic yard In Missouri, Arin the above entitled cause, together with
STATE LAND SALE
Most members stay wltiiln reach far apart In thoughts and Interests as not thought that she would mindahout kansas and Minnesota,
court costs and all other vnn.M aMl
respectively, as
the roll call
time
of
It
in
COUNTY
McKINLEV
distance.
said Receivership, and all as more fully
He
even
with
had
Miss
Eaton.
are
requires
of
35
an
signals.
cents
she
they
thought
cpmpnred
average
from the files and rcords In the abase
wnetner your member Is on the for these representatives of these vari
had known. But what a fool a man for the section In which these states Office of the CommUaioner of Public Lands, appears
entitled
and numbered cause, the unclersifaoa
w or not, you may depend npon It ous minds and Interests to weigh and was to follow false lures
Receiver will, on the 4th day of January.
Santa Fe, N. M.
are locuted ln 1921.
la
to
Notice
1923,
nursuant
that
hour of 10:00 o'clock A. If., at
given
at
hereby
Into
Knows pretty well what Is go.
consider and Rtnena and whip
He sut alone In bis study. The
Prices of reinforcing steel ln place the provisions of an Act of Congress, ap- the front the
door of the MclCinlav fAnMH,
I oa and can easily be reached shape nnd flnnlly agree upon proposed servants were expecting notice, there rnnse around 6 cents as
June
the laws of the State House, at Gallup, New Mexico, sell, subject
20,
proved
1910,
compared of New Mexico, and the rules and regula- to
his presence Is required,
approval and confirmation by tha court
with the 1921 price of 8 or 9 cents, tions of the
legislation that is to be written for a was only the man and man relationState Land Office, the Commis- at publio vendue, to the highest bidder fee;-greatest safeguard is thrown hundred and ten millions of people ship between them now. He had aland bridge steel at 4
cents against sioner of Public Lands will offer at public caah, in one parcel, all of the personal
sale to the htgheat bidder, at t o'clock, A. M.,
"St legislation to keep anyone from and may run for all time. It necesmmm.
mentioned and described in and
ways known there was hate beneath 7 to 8 cents.
on Tuesday, February 20th, 1928, In front of ered by the aformentioned chattel
mortfajaa,
Htttog something over. Much is done
nouae ln tne town of Gallup, Mc for the satisfaction of said Jurfemant
tne
A few bids, for the best
court
sarily taes time for a majority of the man's smooth exterior.
of
grade
V toinimous consent when a
Kinley County, Mew Mexico, the following fore rendered in said causetofether with the
single 435 members to. be brought to see
Well, there was only one thing for concrete, of about $17 a cubic yard described
tracts ot land, viz :
judgment for attorney's fees, court costs mt
ww can object and stop or stay things alike.
No.
Sal
A
NEWNWW. all other expenses and charres of said
man could not live alone, and have been received ln sections where
it.
Sec. 84. T. 17 N., R. 10 W., All
results
A
tha said personal property
SWV4NEH,
of
one
necessary
member
the
at
This
is
'''lings.
may
any
had not even a dog. He opened the 1921 price was about $2(1 a cubic sec. 4, l. is
K.
in and as covered by said chattel msra,
w., .Lots 1 and 2, Sec.
" question the presence of a quo- - of a republican form of government. nSawyer
80, SWy4, Sec. 84, T. 19 N., B. ft W., SW4 gsge being more particularly described as fellittle drawer ln his desk, took out yard.
Ud If the sneaker rlnna tint flnrt a It Is not so in an autocracy. It is not
NEV4SWV4. NWV.SEW, lows I The entire stock of roods, wmraa. taar.
NE(4, SEiNWVi,
Prices bid for the construction of Sec.
something shining some on was ln
14, T. 19 N., R. 10 Wi SwVi, Seo. 12, chandute,
curios, furniture, futures.
present by actual count the so in Russia. There you get quick the hull. He replaced it
R.
18
9
T.
W..
N.,
containing 1.363.89 acres. ment, ana all other goods and personal prohastily. The concrete roads per square yard are as of which
640 acres were selected for the Santa perty of the Navajo Curio Company,
called. Signal bells ring in the action. Hy a decree from the auto- door
at
Marian stood iu the follows : Ohio, $1.52 ; Colorado, $2.27, re and Grant County Railroad Bond Fund.
New Mexico, located on Railroad Avsarae,
""tors, restaurant and house office crats the lands are confiscated. By a room. opened.
"You're und Georgia, $1.38, as compared with The improvements consist of wells, windmills, between First and Second Streets, in the) Town
She came forward.
so that members may
tanks, troughs, pumps, corrals, houses, shads, of Gallup, New Mexico, and all as more fauy
appear decree anything can be done quickly. ruined, Jim?"
an average for the whole country dur and
described and set forth In that certain Invenfencing, value $48,000.00.
Z" "ewer to their names. When But by parliamentary procedure it
No bid will be accepted
for less thau tory which on and after the Tenth day oC.
Marian.
told
of
"That's
the
$2.57
I've
ing
period
right,
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member Is fearful that some-- " takes time for Just and due considerand
the
acre,
December, 1922, too Receiver will have as
per
(13.00)
Heath & Hodges not to contest square yard.
successful bidder will be required to pay for file in his office In Gsllub. New Mamies, fee
will be done which he doesn't
ation.
to go
the improvements that exist on the land.
It'll
I'm
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have
suit.
sorry
inspection of any and all prospective
your
W done except
of said property.
But after all congress is not so slow so hurd with you."
Except tor land selected for the Santa, Fe
by consideration of
Railroad Bond Fund, the
and
Grant
Each bidder, before or at the time of lidWhole house, he can
County
FEDERAL-AIROAD
other
PROJECTS
with
governing
raise the ques- as compared
successful bidder will be required to pay at ding must deposit with the Receiver, a cercame slowly toward him.
Marian
the time of sale one twentieth of the amount tified check in the sum of Sevan Hun ad
ana " Quorum must hnrlles in a republic. Consider your Her
is. quorum
ki"cored
Hps trembled.
bid, and for lands selected for tha Santa Fe Fifty (8750.00) Dollars, navahle to tba
before business Is further own city council, your own board of
& Hodges Total Mileage Under Construction In and Grant County Railroad Bond Fund thai of Gregory Page, Receiver, aa evidence of
I
told
Heath
I've
"And
rea.
to
one
to
bidder
bs
Amounted
successful
will
aum
be
to
auch
bv
retained
county commissioners, your own state not to proceed," she snld. "Oh, my
faith,
par
tha ha.
required
Nearly
May
tenth of the amount bid and Interest at fourlceiver aa liquidated damages In event 'ber
the house consists of legislature. Who has not tried for
15,000 Miles.
per cent in aavance on ino anpaia uauance, nia snouia oe accepted and tha bidder
my dear, let me comfort you!"
dear,
street
of lts
certain
a
to
get
ine succesaiui Diuaer win oe reqoirea so pay thareupon fall or refuse to earn out the
"emoershlp. There years and years
raShe kneeled at his side. "Let us
for advertising and other costs incidental to tract ot sale thereby affected, and to be
members when all are alive light placed, a street crossing nxea
Federal-airond projects totnllng this
she whispered.
each
sale.
turned to the bidder in vent hb bid aba
other,"
forgive
, Mfr,reno vacancies although up, a city street cm inruugn,
A copy of the form of contract will be fur not be accepted, all bids to be In wrttu.
comes whom should I 003 miles In length were completed nished
on application.
i.e
the
city "When trouble
and signed by the bidder.
Tha Receiver
established,
1541
construcmiles
vacancies city
under
went
and
All mineral ritthts in the above described
tha right to continue the said eale fr
stand by but you? I've failed, too,
Tt of death or reslgrtloTrtft Lstreets park
lands are reserved by the State.
paved, a country road (ie- fulled
the
total
tion
hour to hour or from day to day aa in bsl
May,
during
bringing
We've
In
what
love.
my
got
you
The commnaioner ot rubiic Lands reaervea opinion may be expedient or necessary.
.
bridge built or tnis or
"quires. 217 or 218 members flffeCft-J- L
Dated this 6th day of December,
we deserved. Do you remember the under construction to nearly 1(5,000 the right to reject any or all bids offered
lftSt, at.
quorum- - Wnen the house
In
that law aihwnvpn, .'Cnnngeu, reiem
miles
the
at
this sale.
and
.
completed
mileage
Gallup, Nw Mexico.
the little flat uptown In the old
N. A. FIELD.
business as the committee of or nassed? Let that Individual who
GREGORY PAGE,
reto
to
17,0.18,
according
projects
over
and
all
Commissioner
back
Public
of
Let's
(4100)
go
Lands,
,
begin
Reeelsw.
days?
(U3)
aw meniDers make a quo- - has never seen tnese ioiik tieiujo m
Firat Pub. Deo. 9, 1922.
ports of the burenu of public roads, First Pub. Dee. 9. 1922.
put agnln. We're young enough with United States
Last Pub. Dee. 80, 1928.
propositions
worthy
of Agrlcul-tnre- , Last Puh. Feb. 17, 1922.
getting
Department
love."
4ns Tnn
through the governing body at home,
These figures Indicate that the
Sawyer snapped the drawer that federal-aiNOTICE OF PENDENCY Of lUR
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
where everv member knows the con
"
system grew at a rate of
No.
Into
the
held
position.
first
thing
shining
the
rr- - "wanse a member, wants a full
S. Land State of Nw Mexico 19M
of
Interior
U,
the
ditions like a book, throw
on
Department
20
more
each
miles
than
)
per duy
He drew bis wife into his arms.
Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Decern
lie ' "
cTfc
,when the Question before rock at congress.
of
Allotments
the
month.
working day
County of McKinley
)
1922.
"Trouble's gone," he answered. "Nothber
,1e Is considered. It is raised
15,
In The District Court
of fiinils to dellnlte projects amounted
Notice is hereby Riven that Geron Carroll F. Sweeney,
oecause some one
ing can ever trouble us again."
.
Requirements for Members.
to $7,828,000 during the month.
present
imo Ortiz, of San Rafael, N. M., who
S ffnnri ....ii
i :
Plaintiff
a
f
that
The Constitution provides
or an lmport-rjfof
;
ve.
tnaJTh
i
Luu,eute
on
March 11,
made Add'I. 8. K.
'
18
Preparedness. .
J :,
M. Sweeney,
.
Margarett
ralsed occasionally-- representative most have attained the
1922.
Mark
for
Set
No.
Hd.
W
7
for
Sec.
f
032422,
to
Entry,
be
forward
came
Defendant
Joe
Brother
a
citizen
have been
uiu game unu age of twenty-five- ,
Three hundred and fifty thousand 34, Township 11 N.rRang10 W., N. To the above named Defendant : Tea '"e '
fM4&
by the nl'Wlty to use of the United States for seven years baptized.
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of hereby notified that tae anrve emStt- - 4 e
' ' ttaVT
miles .of Improved highways, extend
been
"Yoh
has been comma need agatn- -t yea fa
a ,
done
The parson said:
intention to make three year proof, tret
or defeat and shall be an inhabitant of the
In
P8tPne
the
state
Court of the State of New i Union,
every
through
ing
uon that cannot
Is baptized twelve times, Jo. An' again
There
elected.
.
is
he
to
for
the
which
In
be defeated by state
the land above
County of kelak,
Is (lie mark set for the summer of to estaDiisn claim
jeetf nnd purr, nasi of w
representa- you come fo'ward Into de fold. Ain't
described, before U. S. Land Commis1922."'
. ,.?0te'8ter 111818 frequently used no law specifying that ofa the
an absolute divorce ) and. yam
has
been
Valencia
bapN.
de
at
district
Co.,
sioner,
M., tied that nnlass you ant
flat
Grants,
"
atfc''t yoh
ln
and tive must be a resident
t
on the 1st day of February, 1923. ....
aald oauae before Se V f
un
- - 18
tized beWh.
t"ni-ca,led lx or he represents, although it is very
Would Pave Roads.
- Judarmsnt
''Kicks
L
' 19S.-aefattit.
names
as
mi.v kl
witnesses:
Joe.
Claimant
de fruf," said Brother
a day. As It
a repreelect
"Dat's
to
district
a
usual
for
35
If we could cash In' the kicks we
J. A. Psdilla. of San Rafael N. ML byThe aame at f-a- . t
to be
do
often
district.
'Mantes to call the requires
you
expec'
'
"How
another
h
roll it can sentative residing
make on poor roads, we would soon Rubi Marino, of Grants. N. M.. and John R. su
WasM
'!
"w a few roll calls will block It is done occasionally in New lork baptized, I ox yolif
.
Jose Torrez and Antonio Leyba, of Gallup, N.
have them all paved.
said
Brother
of the day.
"I reckon every yeah,"
San Kaiaei, is. m.
City. A senntor must he tnirty yean
,
rr
-t
dish
mortal
ynnHy the point of no quorum of age,, at least nine years a citizen Joe."De oftener I gets
A. M. BERGERE, Register.
Tuberculosis the Werst Enemy.
"' " '
out of spite, A member of the country and an Inhabitant of clay soaked, de safer I'll sure be from
;,..
(1428)
In poultry
causes
Tuberculosis
"
wnen
on
de
soma time to
any
de
Dec
Pub.
1822..
First
28.
great
him.
the
sparks
, ,
(,r
apeak and the state electing
than among cattle. .
loss
greater
Last Pub. Jan. 20, 193.
all on tire.
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father's rank, ns n first; lieutenant, nnt)
grew quite Indlpn'unt' when a neiplibor
-

SUICIDES

Dec. 2- 6: AIBUQUERQUE,
Wll'iam II. Whitney, 04 years wju,
"I'll hme you nnOerst.ind ttmt 'nij ht,ntr' of the 'Whitney Hardware
nj.iaiu." nhc suul, "1 e company. president- - of the Crescent
daddy 'la nut
more wn o
Is a lleuteiiuli('
Eardware contpany,, jor
-- of
Albuquerque
resident
li-and
a
dotfc
.
t..1t(vr,"
It
years
nijliftl
"().
for 32 years, was found dead in ,the
boy, "he's im oSiwr at oua ouum
"He Is not an 6!:ct." flic prtfi--!- r ' bathroom oi ms nome,
o'clock last
6:30
at
Wakcr
street,'
L
!k lift of
"l'es, V,:r. a liei:tP-..iEverv indication pointed to
cer," Ii,!i iti pteti lui i..t U'tr.
uictde. ,. lelancholiar because , of ill
tt'll (' fhealth is believed to have been the
"Wctt." :"!
tennlncd to n::iSnttMii licr.fntlir ri' cause. .''.';'.''.
.
"'i"v.I
y.
nity lit ell ('ft, "li"'. not i.:jili of i
Mrs. Whitney, wife of the. dead
'
ofllcer, nn.. .
mm' heard a shot from the bathroom
Lof their home at about 6:30 last night.
Tiitsliinir to the bathroom, which IS
The Cntft.er. '
n the second floor of the house, she
.vtr.t t rail! on n
A young' wo::r.;-.lipr, 'The found the body of her husband, with
lady wlio had .entertained
blown.
r
hitter's
fid dmieliter, wlio w, the entire- top of his head
.
away."-4'on
'(lie ?Hvn, utild: "Manuui
playing
Ir. Wlhitney is survived by his wife,
Wt nt lit ire,"
nirs. Marv E. Whitney, and a brother- "I niu soiiy," replied the young
W. H. Little, 608 North Fourth

sxv Ti2i
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Film Star in
New Frock

U. R. ULUIiZY

Of IT

INS AND OUTS

Rehf-c-

gTlTAY,

TOR BALt
SANTA FE, Dec T?
be the limit at the Hink!
tion here New Year's dV
As the climax nt
oyer the induction of k'
s"!c"luri oames F
office, Capt. Lowell Y
ace, who shot down tw

boy culletl hlni 'Tftpt.dn'."
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planes in the World Wr
whibition
8nri)teichnic
5,000 feet over
1

fler;

"

,

!1.
.'fr

'

"I,

tinw; great bueineuea

I

t i:l forties from a dollar atart
tzJ ef cms.

""'

ih'e-.vcn-

1

in-la-

I'll take me money,"

"Oh,

-

child

tne

eaiu

.

promptly.---

isto start

3

CJ A

TODAY.

-

"

street,
Appeared Badly Worn

n

haA heen ill several times during
the fall,' and In October suffered a
severe attack of aneina DectoriS, He

6

was at his place of business until the
closing hour on Saturday mgnt, ana
his associates noticed that he appear
ed badly worn down by the hard work
of, the Christmas rush.
"Mr. Whitney was a member of the
Odd Fellows Lodge. He was not much
in nublic life, as he was naturally of
a retiring disposition, though' excellent

IT WILL GROW,

:n c;:c:ity oak.

A

MAKING

aACZl YCin COLLARS TO HAVE MORE CENTS"

Bird

.

Sport

old boy, you

OF

DAY

IT

n

Go on home Owley,
don't want to make a

-

o

ANOTHER

cork-scte-

ljkje 1
.
paihted aeainst
sky. Persons 100 miles r
ab'.e to see this exhibitir
the streets in the city- -'
to .read newspapers fo
Captain Yerex yfi
an acrobat, callgf
daytime will ,jfk
aloft with theiw
on his head
, the
big De- Harthnd , 1
,
kneesor toe? trom tL)
fc
tha wing hilethe irtti
machine thLsh tHufnauK i
falling leafr
tarp andou
UThera,will at three miB i
tbe inauguriCHon, outsldi i
Yerex'a exhjition:
li The ot'icial cerentr
Hallyof Repreiajntatives In

k

Ll

te

.

nopn when the eovernor-elev
the oath of office,
;m,m?'-2. The public reception in '
ternoon at the museum, u
.'3- - The inaugural ball at
La Fonda.
.
All railroads operating in tl
have notified the corporatioa
mission they will make a spec1 '
of a fare and a third for the"",
trip from any point in the stats
...
the inauguration,
ct

TrJIS

,;

-

"'

'

:

is Gladys Walton, the film
in a new dinner gown
. whlcn dressmakers
rave over.
company and , much admired by his
associat-er It's of black net and cream princess
friends. At one time he was
with Messrs. Gillenwater, Flournoy lace, with sash of black satin ribbon.
and McMillen in the ownership and Black satin slippers with rhlnestone
operation"' of the Water Supply com- buckles complete the ensemble..
pany.'",
.f; :,' .

2zZzr Slate Danli

J

Santa F-night while the
full swing at La inaugural
Fonda
and bombs will be reler (

v

NOTES

CONGREGATIONAL

NATIONAL
"At the Church' School Sunday morning at 9:45 there will be pictures n
the children of Africa, together with
a talk,
Next Sunday will be the closing day
of the year. Dr. Stark will give a
sermon appropriate to the closing of
the old year and the opening of the
v
new one.
The "Worth While" services Sunday night at 7:30 will feature the first
two of a series of Bible pictures, the
finest ever made and the equal of any
kind of pictures ever produced, Only
twelve reels have as yet been produced; sixteen others are in preparation; and a hundred are to follow,
They will be one of the best means
for making 'vivid the story of the
Holy Scriptures. The general public is invited to come and renew their
knowledge of the early part of the
Bible. The pastor will give a sermon appropriate to the pictures: Mrs.
Roat will sing; and there will be an
exemplification of the pastor's train-- .
ing work for children coming into
church membership.
There will be a special meeting of
the Church on Wednesday- evening at
7:30 in the Manse. All members of
the church are urged to be present,
Dr. J. H. Heald will be with thel
church next Sunday, preaching both;
times. In the morning he will give
the communion sermon and in the:
evening will give a talk appropriate
to the theme of the film on "Hanpi-ness.- "
There will be a four reel film:
"The Princess Necklace" or the search
of mortals for happiness.
The Christmas services last Sunday were a great success in every
way. In the morning a large class
were received into membership.
In
the evening a program was given
and a beautiful Christmas film was
shown. After the benediction there
was a visit from Santa Claus, who
distributed a hundred pounds of candy
fifty pounds of nuts: two boxes of
apples; one box of oranges; and other
presents. Three hundred were pre
sent ior tne service.
Dr. and Mrs. Stark spent Christmas
witn Dr. and Mrs. A. H. DeLong.
The E. A. C. Service Club met
Tuesday afternoon at the home of
Mrs. Margaret Hight. An exceedingly strong program was given on the
Home."
The pastor of th church and his
wife wish to thank their friends for
tne many, many gifts received and
for the nearly hundred Christmas
cards. It is inmossible to exnress the
joy that comes from such acts of
thoughtfulness and love.
A son was born to Mr. and Mrs.
H. H. Beeson last Tuesday niorning-M- r.
M. C. Reed was in the
city Wednesday and in conference with Mrs.
A. H. DeLong and Rev. L. A. Stark
made arrangements for a three-da- y
program to be held in the city the
first three days of April next. The
program will feature Miss Edna Eugenia Lowe, the greatest reader of
the present time, who will give a
number of plays.
":
Rev. and Mrs. L. A. Stark spent
Thursday at McGaffeys.
Miss Helen Crandall is home" from
the y University of Arizona, at Tuc,-8??',.?nd Miss MarY Wood and Harold Wood from the
University of New
Mexico, at Albuquerque.
All will return to their studies the first of tb
'
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Dec. 27.
;f 'MAGDALEN A, N.rsanK.
oi magaa-ien- a
ine first jNationai

closed its, doors Wednesday.
The banks resources are $521,000
and it has deposits amounting to ?278,-00J. B. Herndon, Jr., national bank
examiner has arrived here from Albuquerque,' where he has been on a
visit, to take charge of the bank.
When quetioned .. Wednesday, Mr.
Herndon said he had no statement to
make in regard to the bank's condition. He said that he would not know
until he had examined the bank's af0.

replied Claudine of the
"SIk? said folks
same eHtaiillKlitneiit.
call him no good, but she didn't know
any reason why she shouldn't marry
.'
bin) If she wanted to." '
fairs.
"Well, she's ;taken the "short way to
W. R. Morley, president of the bank,
'
'
find out, I'll say."
.was not in Magdalena Wednesday,
and others in the bank said they did
not know when he would return. P.
A Run of Luck.
"The (Closest call I ever had," snld F, Luna, assistant cashier, said Mr.
had left the city several days
the ruddy-facepnssenger, "was out Morley
and did not know where he had
In Arizona. Our train ran onto a ago
gone or when he would return. He
bridge where the supports had leen has been
away a great deal lately in
washed away by' a flood."
":
connection with his work as a dir
Into
"And the train fell
the rlverr ector of the New Mexico agricultural
"NO;'as pood luck would have it. loan agency.
just at that moment It wns.bKlng hjd
The officers of the bank, are: Wil. '
up" by trnln robbers,""
liam , R, Morley, President; W. C.
and cashier;
Franklin,
Jose Y. Aragon, vice president and
,
Maintenance.
P.
F. Luna, assistant cashier.
"Which do you prefer! a horse or' an
The directors of the bank are Jus- '
..
automobile?":
tiafio
Baca, Fred Nicholas, Jerry Gon"When nil Is said and done," repllpd
?
and W. J. Eaton.
zales
Farmer Corntossel, "gimme l hoss.
o
You can raise enough hay to feedj a
JARAMILLO QUITS
lot o' hosses, but to keep a flock o'
flivvers goln', you've giit to discover
SANTA FE, N. M., Dec, 26.
o
an oil well."
Jaramillo resigned Tuesday as
..
j warden of the penitentiary
;
effective
Hint on Dancing.
at once and deputy warden P. J. n
,
should change your style
was appointed warden.
o
of dancing a little.
He In what way? Fifty Is the Pleasure of the nevt
I
dance to be mine; Twenty Yes, all
She You might occasionally step
of it. California Pelican.
my left foot. Irish Independent,
""Ye-n-

;j

lot

Educational.
"Did you get a chance to talk with'
Franclne
liefore she eloped with
Speck?" aslted Helolse of the rapid-fir- e

'
-

BANK BROKE

Furrowed with Care.
Etie follows each new wrinkle
Jf
Tbls fashionable fra.ii;
That's why her hubby's such
Of wrinkles In his brow.

h
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The" CMIdrtn AH Know Where the Cookie
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UM

C'd

Mum Department

Tie

proverbial cookie Jar has a
In v.--y household where there
C
r ) cwlo efcjtdren. While eutlng
meals" Is not to be eneour-- r
J, '.CJi trtr aftemooo lunch li
1 by children who spend
1
a I i day la achool and come home
.
A flan of milk
huCjry,
(tw eooklea at thia hour el- with the appetite for
;i
r, axil art partlenlarly good for
wbo ca&aot have a .. bot

t

t.

t

nd

rlij ..z,:i

r

Jm'

i'

mH

.

hrra.

nt

I.

will spread altglitly and form a smooth
cookie. The dough should not be so
soft, however, ..that the cookies lose
their shape. and spread over the entire
onto' a
pan.
Drop by rspoonfuls
greaited baking sheet and bake In a
moderately hot oven about 15 minutes.
"
Spic Cookie.
In the recipe for plain rolled or
pluln drop cookies omit the flavoring
extract and sift with the flour 2 tea'
spoon cinnamon, 1 teaspoon allspice,
and
teaspoon cloves, or 1 table
spoon ginger and 2 teaspoons clnna'
'

2

Or, If this meal la auperfluoua, the
Chocolate Cookie. ,
ran go into the regular lunch
::
t (7 ac;;lenent the. deeaert. If In recipe for plain cookie 4 add 2
Ji haa aomo unexpected caller ounce chocolate (melted) or table
YrZl be. Inwardly thankful for a spoons powdered cocoa, with 1 teaspoon vanilla extract
Raisin or Nut Drop Cookie.
azy of them recipe will be found
In recipe for plain drop cookies add
rliartory. Tliey are recommended
enp
I J the United State Departiueut of
cup needed raisins or
chopped nut dredged with flour,
ijricnltDr.
Molaieet Cookies.
Plain Rolled Cookie.
'
.
. (About
(About M cakes.)
eakea.) -

'

!

"-

:':'

Du-ga-

She-Yo- u

.

.

Ul

.Jar."

3-- 4

i ,
tep
,0 e p ahortenltig
1 Off

1

tf

3-- 4

cup inolaBHvs
'
H Clip iujfof
V6 cup butter or butter .substitute
1 egg
.
About 8 cups flour (more If nece
1

'

,

.

extract
tewpoon fUvorln
eup Rirted flour
bAkliia
powder
(Mipoonf
.
teaspoon salt
eup milk

;

,

'
i tenspoon salt

eary)

'

,

.

t

ttaspuon
teaspoon
teaspoon
.2 teaspoons
1 teaspoon
."'.tv
1

jout

Creint together the augar and.
egg,
add to this the
:
e flavoring extract, and tne Hour,
tc iber with the Rult and buk-- (
t
etiort-f-'g-

;

well-beate-

B

'

,

baking powder
soda
ginger

.,

Oreaiii tottetlicr the sugitr, shorten'
ing, unci molasses and add the
egg." Sift together the flour,
salt, baking powder, baking sodn, and
spice. Blend the dry ingredients with
the molasses mixture. I''or rolled cookies have (lie dough soft enough to
barely drop from the spoon ns directed.' fur drop cookies.
cnntea.
In general these cookies will be
. - . . Plain Ore Cookie.
' "1 , enouch llfluld ; to preceding more crjsp If the molasfes and shortthe-- :
- t to make a dough which will ening are heated together until
.
,
f 7- - frop from the apoon, but which mixture bolls.
Add aufficient milk ("or
T
to form a dough Just" stiff
to roll oa the board without
to
t iilrj. Itoll thin; from
Jl la thlckneRa, and cut Into dealred
la a' rather hot oven
I
II delicately browned, about 16 te

n

noiv.r.

.1)

4

t

U

" tia

'

bad

a bath already?"

"No, momma, the tub was all fpU,
a fly fell in, then I was Just simply
Life.
, v,
disgusted."
:.
., ., ,..
Net All So Bad.
Unusually candid is an ndvertlstng
merchant In Lennox, S. D. He say :

"We don't claim that other people
are cheats and liars. We don't judge
everybody else by ourselves." -

Real Cave-Man- .
.."I wiir mnd with George last night,"
Knlil a jrirl of. her sweellieurt.
t
"Yes." sold the
hrolfier,
"I noticed when I looked in the par-

lor that yon were up

'

'

f

A Delicate Child.
"Do you mean to say you have

v.-

cinnamon

allnplc

.n
j

.

3

l

Pla-cid-

Only

a

arms."

In

Burden,

;

:

"You might as well have it," rejflled
tie other. "I don't use It niuch.'J

SUNDAY
A Paramount Picture
Robert Lois Stevenson'
"EBB TIDE"
Educational two reel comedy
;
"HIGH POWER"
WEEKLY NEWS

MONDAY
Charles Ray in
,
"SMUDGE"
One Reel
ROD AND GUN SERIES
Comedy
Repeating
MONDAY'S

'

HMHS4UV

:

SLOW

Mltl Wrist Watch:
Mr, Waitr-buryou ar entirely too (low to Hilt

y

', Bam I

Cj, trl!2, concrete, with

OAPQUO
'

lrzi c2

r ';'iUt (.
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The visitor had Just foorledi and
maahled a hole in the turf, which
flew over his head In a cloud. ,',
"I see," nald the broker, "there la
a change In the market. Real estate
ahowa a decided upward, tendency I"
'
'

;

j

i'l
kiJ.

The third party movemant
b called th Tadjola narhr ail
Janesville Gaaette. .
.
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icloud over th
bHr'a

inotr"?
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A Paramount Special
George Fitzmaurlce Prodnction
Featuring Betty Compson, Bert
L,yteii, ineadore Kosloff in
"TO HAVE AND TO HOLD"
Snub Pollard Comedy

-w

f L.j

:'
Repeating
"TO HAVE AND TO HOLD"

SATURDAY

"

it's

to

up

us to do Ever;

thing We Possibly Can L
keep that Battery, Goi;
so strong and so long tket
you'll Never Think of Go'
ing Anywhere Else
have it looked after.
"

Never mind what make

"GLAD RAGS"
WEXLY NEWS

MM

WILLIANS

114

Railroad Ave.
Phone 112

Out-Flapper-in

The Flapper

y
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8 year proof, to
claim to the land Above
before Register and Receiver
at Santa Fa, N. M on theBth day of
,
Februraury, 1923,
Claimant names as witnesses:
Mntoya, of Sandoval, N. M.,
Bicnrte. Mwitoya of Bernalillo, N.M;
and Uberatoal and Jose Manual
Sanchea, of Sandoval, N. M. .
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hereby given that Elias
N, M., who, on Oct
tfBiSBndYal
18, 199, made Homestead Entry, No.
032404. for SW14 and SV4SEK, Section 14, Township 16 N., Range 6 W.,
N; M. P. Meridian, ha filed notice
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Mr bonnie leaned over the a task,
The height of It content to eel
And llshted a match to assist him.
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All Star Comedy
"UP IN THE AIR . ABOUT
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